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Young .Wild West's Fioht At The forks
OR, ARIETTA AND THE LOST EMIGRANT TRAIN
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-Arietta Overhears a Plot.

'

One cool morning late in autumn a few years
ago a boy and girl might have been seen making
their way up a steep ascent in the mountain range
that is called the Million Bluffs, in the extreme
northwestern part of Colorado. The boy was atti red in a fancy hunting suit of buckskin, and
with a wealth of chestnut hair hanging over his
shoulders and a broad-brinuned sombrero tipped
jauntily on his head, he certainly made a dashing
appea1·ance. He was handsome in face and figure,
too, and he moved with such ease and grace that
the ordinary observer would have been bound to
admit that he was a well~trained athlete. The
gil'l, who was probably two years his junior, wore
a combination riding and hunting costume that
set off her fine figure admirably. Both were
armed with Remington rifles, while revolvers and
hunting knives were at their belts. The two had
left the camp, which lay at the mouth of a ravine
some two hundred yards distant, and were climbing the steep ascent for the purpose of getting a
shot at something in the way of game. When we
say that the young couple were no other than
Young Wild West, the well-known boy hero and
Champion Deadshot, and his charming sweetheart, Arietta Murdock, the majority of our readers will recognize them right away. The little
party that Young Wild West led through the
wildest parts of the West in search of fortune
and adventure had camped at the mouth of the
ravine the night before, and afte,r breakfast had
been disposed of, the young cleads.hot had suggested to his sweetheart that they go in search of a
young buck, so they might have some fresh meat
befo1·e they set out on the ma1·ch.
"Well, Et," said Young Wild West, smiling at
hi., fair companion as she pulled herself upon a
ledge after no little exertion, "how are you making· out? Do you think you can stand it until we
reach the top?"
"I don't need any rest, Wild," the girl answered, with a smile, and to prove that she did
not she caught hold of a sapling and dexterously
drew herself upward· to a footing· in the side of
the cliff.
Once there it was quite easy for her to proceed
on upward.

"That's all right, Et," the boy said. "Go ahead.
I _will wait pntil you get to the top. You might
slip, you know, and if I stay here I would be
able to catch you."
"Don't fear of me slipping, V{ild," was the reply, and on she went, and two minutes after she
was standing at the top of the ciiff looking down
at him.
'
Young Wil~ West then was not long in climbing
up and reachrng her side. After waiting for a
minute the two pushed their way through a dense
mass of shrubbery, and it was not long before
t}_iey struck a runway, which both the boy and
girl knew was used by deer as they made their
way down the mountainside to drink from the pool
that lay in the ravine below. Young Wild West
bent close to the ground, and presently he pointed
to fresh deer tracks.
"They were down last night to drink, Et," he
said, "and there was more than one of them, too.
Now then, you stay right here, and I will work
my way around and see if we can't start one toward you. It may take half an hour, but I think
you will be paid for the waiting."
"Just as you say, Wild," the girl answered, as
she stepped back and took a seat on a mossy rock,
her rifle lying across her lap.
The boy gave a nod and then promptly stepped
lightly to the left with the intention of going on
up the slope until he reached the thick woods
above. He knew if he o:rice started a deer it would
prnbably tun on down past his waiting sweet.heart If that happened the deer was bound to
f~ll, for Arietta had been taught how to shoot by
him. She never once doubted that if a deer came
down the runway it would get past her alive, so
she settled down to wait until her dashing young
lover satrted one that way. For fully twenty
minutes she stood there, hearing no sound but
the singing of the wild birds and the occasional
scream of a catamount. But as she was not looking for that sort of game, she paid no attention
to the sounds. But two or three minutes later
when she heard a crashing in the underbrush a
short distance away, she raised her Remingtol't,
though did not rise from the rock she had seated
herself upon. But what was her surprise when
the form of a rough-looking man attired in the
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fashion of a trapper ap'-'sared from the bushes. with me an' fetch along as many redskins as you
lt happened that the gi1, was sitting where she kin get together. There's fourteen men an' a
couid not be seen by the man, P.o she quickiy low- whole lot of women an' children in ther wagon
ered her rifle a11d drew back closer to the rock. train, an' most likely they'll put up an awful fight,
The strange!' came to a lialt, atid he had barely 'cause they're all putty well armed."
done i;o when another man appeared and stood
"Me got eighteen braves, and all hate the palebefore him. He was an Indian, and when the faces," Red ,Tack answered, with a scowl. "We
girl rnw that· his face was adorned with war- creep up to the wagon b-ain when it gets dark
pairit :c:he knew right away that something was and then we shoot the palefaces very quick."
.
wrong.
"Well, we'll go back to your gang now, an'
"WE:11, Jack," sai<l the white man, speaking in ther1 you kin tell 'em all about it. We needn't be
a low tone of voice, but plenty loud enough for the in no huny about strikin' out, 'cause ther emigirl to hear his woi-ds plainly, "I reckon we kin grants moves putty slow. It ain't likely they're
talk here without bein' bothered by them redskin much more than started now, but there's one thin~
friends of yours. I've got a little business on sartin, they'll keep right on goin' ther way I told
]1?.nd, as I told yer last night, but afore we go 'em ter, an' they're bound ter git lost."
any further with it, I want tel' have it a11 settled
The two started to leave the spot, and just then
that I'm goin' ter git half of ther money. You a patte1·ing sound was heard among the leaves
kin have ther other half, an' all ther rest what's further up the hill. Once more Arietta raised
to be found in ther wagons. _You kin have ther her rifle, for she knew a deer was coming down
women an' children, too, as far as I'm concerned. the runway. The next instant she saw the graceI'm doin' this thing for money, an' I don't want ful animal bounding almost straight toward her,
to be bothered with nothin' else. Now then, are and one glance at the branching antlers told her
yer goin' ter agree to this or not?"
it was a buck. Her cheek dropped to the stock
"Andy B1·itt want plenty money," the redskin of her Remington, and taking a quic!:. --aim, she
-anFwered, smiling in a crafty way. "Red Jack pulled the trigger. Crang! As the report rang
take hi. braves and fight the emigrants and kill out the deer leape<l high into the air and then
them. Then he only get half the money they fell in a heap upon the ground. Andy Britt, the
iot."
treacherous guide of the wagon trairi, and Red
"Well, ain't that enough for yer?" the man Jack, the Brule chief. uttered exclamations of surcalled Andy Britt answered impatiently. "Ain't prise. Neither of them had the lea~t idea that
I layin' out ther woi-k for yer, Red Jack? You there was any one so close to them, and when the
have g·ot ther name of bein' ther wo1·st chief ther rifle cracked they were astounded. But Young
Brules has got, an' yer never stop till you clean Wild West's sweetheai-t was not a bit afraid of
out a gang of palefaces when yere once start in them, so she stepped boldly into view, the still
at 'em. But s'pose I'd kept right on with ther smoking rifle in her hands.
emigrant train an' not let yer knowed what was
"Ugh!" exclaimed the redskin, as he looked at
up. You wouldn't have got nuthin' then, would the girl gloatingly. "Where paleface maiden come
yer'!"
from? She shoot the deer very quick."
"Andy Bi-itt has a tongue that is not crooked,"
"Yes, and I will shoot you very quick, too, if
the Brule chief answered, the expression 9f hi~ you come a step nearer," the girl answered, her
face changing instantly. 'Red Jack will lead his eyes flashing.
braves to attack the emigi-ant train, and when
"Thunder!" ejaculated Andy Britt. "That gal
the palefaces have been shot down, Andy Britt has sartinly got a temper. Jack. I wonder if she
can take alJ the money the palefaces have and heard what we was talkin' ab:mt."
then give Red Jack half."
·
"Heard what you were talking about!" Arietta
"All right, Jack. Shake hands on it."
answered, affecting surprise. "Why, ,how long
The two clasped hands, and as the hiding girl have you been here?"
Faw them do it thel'e was a dangerous glitter in
"Jest come this minute, gal. ,ve was lookin'
her blue eyes. '
to git a shot at a deer, but you got ahead of us,
"Now then," went on the villainous white man, it seems."
when the compact had been sealed by a hand"Well, I came up this way, and my companion
~hake, "I'll teli yer that ther emigrant train is went around to the left," Arietta answered, thinklost. I led 'em over into the1· valley about five ing it best to make them believe that she J1ad not
miles from 1lere an' told 'em to keep goin' to ther overheard their conversation. "We came here to
southwest, when they would come to a pass that try and shoot a deer, too."
would take 'em through to ther regular trail for
"Well, I don't s'pose you would care much if
Salt Lake City. That's where they're bound, yer we was ter take ther buck," and the villainous
know. But they won't git there, Red Jack. Yon guiclP started to walk toward the slain animal.
know that putty well. If they keep on goin', by
"Oh, yes, I would care," Arietta answered
ther time noon comes they'll be lost completely, quickly. "You just leave that buck alone. I shot
an' they won't know which way to go." ·
him, and the carcass belongs to me."
"Ugh!"
"That's right," and the Bxule chief grinned in
a savage manner. "But what they thin], when
Red Jack gave another guttural grunt, while
a smile shone on his ugly, painted face.
you leave, Andy Britt?'
"I told 'em I was goin' over to see a hunter
"Paleface maide11 heap much talk," he went on..
friend of mine, an' that I'd join 'em afore sunset "She come from the emigrant train?"
"She ain't no emigl'ant, Jack," spoke up Britt,
to-night. Not one of 'em thought there was anything wrong about this, so I've simply sent 'em who had stopped a short distance away. "You
on into a trap. All you l1ave got ter do is to con)e kin tell tliat by ther way she's dn,ssed. She be-
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longs ter some party what's out on a hunt, I
s'pose."
"Ugh!" and the chief gave a nod and shrugger:l
hi!'< shoulders. "More palefaces here?" he asked,
after a pause, as he made a motion with his hand
indic:i.ting the near vicinity.
'·Yes," the girl answered, a faint smile showing on her face.
"How many?"
'You will have- to find that out for yourself.
I am not here to answer your questions, you
rascallv redskin."
Arietta ·was talkin~ to gain time now, for she
kne v quite well that Wild would not be long
in reaching the scene. He had surely heard the
report of her rifle, and must even now be close
at hand. When he came something would happen to the two scoundrels, she was sure. It was
evident that the chief was quite anxious to capture the paleface 11' 'liden, but he feared the rifle
she held in her han, Is.
. "We ,go and get the buck, Andy," he said, suddenly, as he turned toward the white villain.
"Paleface maiden heap much brave. She no like
Red Jack. "
Arietta lowered he1· rifle then, and the moment
she did so the chief turned and SJ)rang toward
her as though to .,;n'.l.tch it from her hands. But
he was not quick enough, and he almost ran
ag-ainst the muzzle as it was suddenly elevated
on a line with his heart.
"I ought to shoot you," the girl said, not Rhowing the least bit of fear, "but I am going to
hold you •until some one comes to take care of
you. Now then, if you move an inch from where
you are standing I will kill you."
"That's the way to talk, Et," a voice shouted
from the bushes. "You take care of the redskin,
and I will look after this fellow."
Then Young Wild West leaped from behind a
clump of bushes and stood before Andy Britt, a
leveled revolver in his hand.

CHA TER II.-On the Trail of the Emigrant
Train.
_;:he treacherous guide stood as if petrified
wnen the dashing young deadshot appeared before him so suddenly. There was no alternative,
so he threw up his hands and called out, quickly:
"Don't shoot, young feller! I didn't mean no
harm."
"Is that so?" came the cool rejoinder, and then
Young Wild West stepped up closer to him, a
smile playing about his liJ)S. "You and the redskin thought you had things just about your own
way, didn't you?" he added,•as he looked toward
his sweetheart, who was still covering Red .Jack
with her rifle.
Btitt shot a glance at the helpless chief and
said nothing to this.
"Well, Et," said the young dcadshot, nodding
to his sweetheart, "what shall we do with these
two fellows, anything?"
"We may as well let them go, \Vild," was the
reply, for the girl had decided not to tell him
about the plot she had overheai;d until they were
gone, for then it would be easy to balk them in
attacking the erni~1·ant train.
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"Well, if you say let them go, all right. I
know they are both scoundrels, for one look at
them is quite enough to convince me of that. But
since they did you no harm, I will give them a
chance. Now then, redskin, just step up here.''
"Ugh!" exclaimed Red Jack, as he turned and
looked at the boy with a scowl. "Paleface boy
heap much brave. He no like Injun."
""\Veil, you have got that pretty nearly right,"
and Wild laughed lightly as he toyed with the
trigger of 'his revolver. "It seems that you are
on the war-path, by the looks of the paint on yovr
face. But you take my advice and p;o and wash
that stuff off and behave yourself. If you don't
something will happen to you before very long.
Don't let me catch you ag-ain with that war paint
on. If you do I may take a notion to put a bullet
through your heart. You hear what I say!"
"Ugh!" and Red Jack g-runted and showed
just the least sight of uneasiness.
"As for you," the young dcadshot went on, a5
he fixed his ,gaze upon the face of Andy Britt,
"I advise you to carry yourself pretty s,traight.
\Vho are you, anyhow?"
·
"My name is Britt, an' I make my livin' by
huntin' an' trappin'," was the reply.
"Do you live anywhere around he1·c?"
"About twenty miles from here, I r~ckon."
"You are a friend to the redskin, I sec."
"Well, I met him a little while ago, an' as I
had seen him a few times afore, there was 110thin' else for me to do but to be friendly to him.
I seen right away that he had his war paint on,
an' I thought first I'd have trouble. But Iled
Jack seems to be all right. He said he',; out with
a few of his braves on a little hunt, an' that they
took a notion this mornin' ter daub some paint
on 'em. He says they ain't on ther war-path,
thou,gh. Of course I don't know whether they
are or not. I jest had to take his word, that's
all, an' when he asked me ter come an' helt)
him hunt some game, I couldn't very well refuse."
"I don't believe you are telling the truth, Mr.
Britt, but I am going to let ycu g-o, just the same.
Now I will tell you something that I want you to
remember. If I should meet you again in the
company of Red Jack, as you call him, you look
out for yourself. That will be about all, I
reckon."
The boy made a motion with his left hand,
which told the two it was time for them to make
themselves scarce. It was not necessary to add
words to the gesture, for they both thoroughly
understood, and they hurriedly left the spot.
Fearin,g something in the way of treachery,
Young Wild West follo,ved them a short distance.
But when he saw them going right straight
ahead as thoug·h they were in a hurry to get
to their horses, he turned and came back to his
sweetheart, who was bleeding the s)ain buck.
"I'll attend to him, Et," the boy said, with a
nod. "You just go up that hill there and keep
a watch in the direction those two villains went.
I know we can't trust them too much. They
are scoundrel., as sure as you live."
"I am satisfied that no worse ones ever lived
Wild," the girl answered, as she arose and
started to obey what he said.
The boy did not take the trouble to remove
the inner skin from the buck, but cut off the
haunches and loins of the carcass, and finisl:ad
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his .iob quickly. Arietta, who was keeping a
watch, gave a noel when he motioned her to go
b11ck to the camp with him. Then as they walked
along- she told of the plot she had heard Andy
Britt and Red Jack, the Brule chief, talking over.
"The scoundrels!" exclamed the young dead,;ot. his eyes blazing with anger. "So that is
their game, eh? A lost emi,grant train is to be
attacked to-nig·ht. Well, this is ·what I call luck,
Et. It wai;; a mighty good thing that we left the
camp to search for -i:.ame, wasn't it?"
"It rnrelv was, 'Wild. I am ve1·y glad indeed
that we came. V,,Te can be the means of saving
the emigrants."
"\\'e'Jl do that, all ri,ght. We'll break camp
right away and look for the trail of the emigrant~. Come on, Et. Let's get a faster move
on us."
B~t ihey we1·e already quite close to the camp
at the mouth of tl1e .ravine, for they had kept
up a com'ersation whiJ,:, descending the cliff.
Their fviends were watching for their return.
,vhen they saw them coming with the fresMy
killed venison they waved their hands. Wild and
his ~weetheart gave an answering wave, and thf,n
quickly joined them. The friends o_f the boy and
girl consisted of Cheyenne Charl 1e, the f\Cout,
and his wiie, Anna; .Jim Dart, a bov about our
hero's own a,ge, and his sweetheart, Eloise Gard11eT. Charlie and Jim were known far and wide
as Young Wild \Vest's partners, and the many
thrilling adventures and hairbreadth escapes the
three had p:i.ssed th,·ough had made them famous.
\Vith the party in the capacity of cook and allaround man were two Chinamen named Wing
Wah and Hop Wah. They were brothers and
though the services of one o-f them would have
answered quite well, the two had become steady
employees of Young.Wild West and his partn~ts.
This was no doubt due to the fact that Wi.1ff
was such a good cook and had served them well
before his brother appeared on the · scene, and
they could not very well discha1·ge him. Of
course they were bound to keep Ho1J, anyh?w, for
he not only did the work that was 1·e'1un-ed of
him but made no little amusement for them,
sine~ he was a very clever magician, and was
full of fun. To look at him one would never
have taken him to be anything but a simpleminded Chinee of the lower order o.f that race.
If they liked him, Hop ce:·ta~nly returne1 the
fe,eling with interest, and 1t 1s do~btful 1f l!e
could have been induced to leave then· employ 1f
he was offered five times the amount of wages
he was receiving;.
"You allee samee g-et lillee flesh meat, so be,
Misler Wild?" Hop observed, as he smiled blandly
at the venison that had been laid upon the
ground.
"That's right, Hop," was the reply. "Now you
just help Wing to pick it up. We are g-oing to
leave here right away."
"What's that, Wild?" Cheyenne Charlie asked,
as he gave the ends of his long black mustache
a twist and looked at the boy in surprise. "I
had an idea you was p;oin' te1· hang around here
till we shot a little more game."
"\Yell, we haven't time to do that now, Charlie," the boy answered v,ith a smile. "There is
something on hand."
'So1a'"t.hing on hand, eh 1"

"Yes, we have got a job ahead of us, and while
ihe two heathens are loading the pack-horse~.,
Arietta can tell you. I will let her tell part of
' the story, and then I will finish it."
Arietta proceederl to relate in full detail how
she had seen the white villain and the Brule
chief appear' through the bushes, and what she
had heard them talking- about. She went on until
she came to the part where Wild had appeared,
and then smiling at her young- lover, said:
"Now then, you go ahead and finish the story,
\Vild."
.
"Well, there is not much to add to it," and the
boy smiled. "I reckon they can guess what happened then."
"I didn't hear no more shots firerl," Cheyenne
Charlie said, shru,gging his shoulders. "We heard
one shot. an' I ;;'po,;e that was w.hen Arietta
fetched ctoV:,n ther buck."
"Yes, that's all the shots that were fired, Charlie. But I have an idea that if I hadn't come
along as soon as I did there might have been another. I reckon Arietta was getting- ready to
shoot."
"Well, I surely would have shot the Indian if
he had made another move, Wild," Arietta said,
gravely. 'But I am glad I dicln't have to do it."
"The chances are you may have to shoot him or
one of the others before to-morrow morning,"
and the young· de::idshot laughed li,ghtly. "Come
on. boys, let's g-et the horses ready. We must
stl·ike the trail of the emigrant train."
\Vhen they were ready to leave they all mounted and rode off to the north, for Arietta had
gleaned enough from the conversation and gestures of the two villains to make her believe that
it was in that direction they should go to look
for the wagons. 'Wild and his sweetheart rode
ahead. The young deadshot certainly made a
handsome and dashing appearance on the back of
his son-el stallion, Spitfil'e, and the golden-haired
girl at his side riding· her white broncho surely
made a fitting mate for him. Hop and Wing
brought up the rear ,vith the pack-horses, and
in this way they rode along- for fullv fifteen
minutes, keeping· a sharp watch for the white
villain and the Indians they knew were lurkin,g
in the vicinity. But they saw nothing of them,
.and when about two more miles l1ad been traversed they came upon the wagon ruts and
heavy prints that told them plainly that the emigrants had passed that way.
"Now then," said Young· Wild West, nodding
to his paTtners, "I reckon we won't be long in
overtaking the emigrants. While this ti-ail was
made yesterday afternoon, no doubt, they must
have halted at sunset and started ahead agatn
this morning. According- to what Arietta heard
Andy Britt say, he must have left the wagon
train some time yesterday afte1·non, after ..ending them in a direction that would cause them to
get lost. I don't kno,,· just where the place is
he expected to lose them in, but I have an idea
it is some sort of desert valley close at hand.
Where it is sandy a trail is soon wiped out,
where there is a stfr of air, and probably that's
what he was referring to."
"That's about ther size of it, I reckon, Wild,"
the scout answered, with a noel of approval, for
Charlie always agreed to everything the young
deadshot said or did.
·
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'Phe fact that he was easily ten years the boy's reckon they will be a little cautious how they
senior did not make a bit of difierence. Young bother us now."
Wild West had been born to lead, and Cheyenne
"You kin bet your life they will. I was iest
Charlie had not, though "he wa8 a mi,ghty good goin' ter take a shot at 'em, too. But when they
one to follow," as he very often remarked. They stopped I thought you won't want me ter, so I
rode along the trail at an easy pate, and about didn't do it."
two hours later they came to the spot where the
"That's right, Charlie. There's no use in killemigrant train had halted for the night. The ing· Indians unless it is absolutely necessary. Now
charred embers from the fires they had used to then, just help fix up things around here. so we
cook suppe1· and breakfast was seen, as well as can be ready for them when they come after us.
othe1· things to indicate that they had not long They will do that prety soon, I am certain, for
they will want revenge for the death of the two
left the spot.
"A wagon train usually travels pretty slow," I shot."
observed our hero, as they were at a halt look"I reckon we won't have ter fix up much, Wild,"
ing around them. "That means that we oug·ht to and the scout looked around and nodded in a satget up with them in just about an hour and a isfied way. "Ther horses an' ther ,gals kin go
half. See how near I am right."
behind that big rock over there an' be safe.
"You kin bet you're right, Wild," and the scout We kin stoop down behind these what's all
looked at Dart as though he was certain of it.
around here, an' then let ther redskins· an' that
But for once in his life Young Wild West was white galoot jest show themselves!"
mistaken, for when an hour and a half had
They had all dismounted by this time, and at
elapsed and they rounded a bend in the high a word from Wild the girls promptly led their
cliff they had been following on their left for horses behind the rock Charlie 11ad spoken of.
some time, they saw nothing ahead of them but a The two Chinamen followed them with the rest
barren stretch of sandy waste. Hummocks of of the horses, and ihen Young Wild West and
sand and long ruts that looked like the billows of his partners knelt behind three rncks that were
a mighty sea lay before them, and over the sands pTetty close together and waited. But five minthe trail of the emiigrant train led. There was utes passed and Red Jack and his braves showed
just enough of a braeze stirring to keep the dust no signs of appearing-.
flying pretty well, and this was no doubt the cause
"I think they have had enough of it, all right,
of the band of travelers being obscu1·ed from Wild,"
Arietta called out from where she was
their view. As they were about to start ahead ·standin,Q;.
·
again a rifle shot sounded from behind. them? ~nd
"Don't believe that, Et," was the reply. "Thev
turning they saw a small baud of Indians ndmg
are probably holding a pow-wow to settle on
swiftly toward them.
"Get to cover, everybody!'' shouted Young Wild what they mean to do. They will have another
·west, as he looked sharply to the left and saw try at us, you can bet. I suppose they think they
a group of hiigh Tocks that might easily shield had better get us before they go on afte1· the
them from the redskins, in case they got to it emigrant train. Well, let them come. But I
reckon if they stick at it Jong- enough there
soon enough.
won't be any of them left to interfere ,dth the
emigrants."
·
Another five minutes passed, and still there
CHAPTER III.-The Sandstorm.
were no signs of an attack from their foes.
Arietta was ,growing impatient now, and she
Crang-crang-crang ! A volley from the ap- walked back and forth under the ledge, kee11i11g
proaching redskins this time, and then a savage her eyes fixed in the direction she supposed the
yell rent the air. But the distance was just a Indians would appear whe11 they came. Suddenly
little too far to make the shots telling, and urging a startled cry came from her lips, and the next
his companions toward the clump of rocks, Young thing she knew a noose had tightened about her
\Vilcl West remained in the rear and swung his body, pinning her arms to her sides and cau$ing
Remington to his shoulder. Crang-crang! He her to drop her rifle. Then there was a quick
fired two shots and had the satisfaction of seeing jerk above, and up she went from the /!;round.
two of the yelling Indians fall from their horses. Young Wild West saw the lariat pulHnig her upThis had the effect of causing them to pull up ward, but he could see no signs of those who
suddenly, though three or four more shots were were doing it, since there were so many rocks
fired at the boy. Wild had a pretty good look that they were able to conceal themselves behind.
"Get under her, boys," he c1ied, quickly. "I'll
at them, and when he caught sight of the white
scoundrel who had plotted with the chief to fol- shoot that rope in two."
Charlie and Jim sprang forward instantly, but
low the wagon train and attack it, he swung his
rifle around to get a shot at him. But it hap- before they got where Wild wanted them to,
pened that he was not quick enough, for Andy Arietta was hauled over the top of the bank
Britt caused his horse to leap behind a crag and disappeared from view.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charllo,
and thus save himself. Satisfied that they were
all right now, Wild r~e on after the rest and jumping upon the ground sava.gely. "They cau,rht
us nappin' that time, Wild. They've got Arietta.•
they quickly reached the shelter of the rocks.
"Yer got two of 'em, eh, Wild?" said Cheyenne
"Take it easy, Charlie," was the cool retort.
~eanwhile Arietta had been seized by Andy
Charlie, a grim smile on his weather-beaten face.
"Yes, Charlie. I thought I had bette1· show Bntt and Red Jack, while three of the braves
them what I could do. I would have kept on drew her upwards swiftly. She screamed a.gain,
firing if they had not stopped suddenly. But I but her captors only laughed.
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"Catch paleface maiden very easy," said the
Brule chief, with an ugly leer.
"Yes, you have got me," the girl answered,
recoverin,g her composure quickly, "but wait until Young Wild West gets you, you red scoundrel."
"Young Wild West, she says, Jack!" Britt exclaimed, looking surprised. "Well, by jingo!
That's jest who that young galoot was what come
on us when we was with ther gal this mornin'!
I mi,ght have knowed that, 'cause I'.ve heard a
whole lot about Young Wild West. But never
mind. He ain't goin' ter git us, just ther same.
Vl'e've got him an' ther rest jest where we want
'em now. Let's git ther gal back among ther
1·ocks here, an' fix her so she can't git away. an'
then we'll attend ter them what's below, They
don't dare to come up there, 'cause they can't
git close to us without us seein' 'em, an' ther
minute they show themselves they'll git hot lead.
Take care of ther gal, Jack. She's yours, yer
know."
The villainous chief gave a grunt of satisfaction and gave the lariat a couple of turns about
Arietta's body and knotted it, so she could not
move her arms. Then he qµickly picked her up
as though she had been a mere child and hurried
hack arpong the 1·ocks with her. As he dropped
lier upon the ground the girl could see the crouching forms of the Indians as they waited behind
the rocks to get a chance to shoot down her
friends.
"Paleface maiden stay right here," said Red
Jack, and then to make it impossible for her to
do otherwise, he passed the rope about her ankles
and tied it.
Having done this, he crept back to his companions and picked up his rifle which l1e had allowed to remain upon the ground while he asHisted in the capture of the girl. It was not the
first time that Arietta had fallen into the hands
of bad Indians; hence it was that she remained
rn cool over it. Meanwhile Andy Britt and his
reel allies were keeping a sharp lookout. None
of them dared to peer out over the bank, for they
knew pretty well the moment they showed theilfaces a rifle would crack. Arietta could not help
smiling when she saw how cautious they were.
"They can't see what they're doing below, so
that makes it all the better," she thought. "Well,
J have an idea that they will be surprised before
very long."
She had scarcely given vent to the thought
when the spiteful crack ,o f a rifle sounded off to
the left. One of the Indians uttered a yell, and
leaping to his feet, st aggered and fell over the
bank The others began scrambling away from
the spot in alarm, and it is doubtful if any of
them realized the direction the shot had been
fired from. They all came running toward the
rocks where the girl was, the white man leading
the way and dodging along as though he was almost fri,ghtened out of bis wits.
Crang ! Another shot was fired from tiie direction the first one had come, and Andy Britt
clapped his hand to the side of his head and uttered a sharp cry. But Arietta saw that he was
not ,hurt mµch, since the bullet had merely clipped a lock of hair from the villain's head. However, it was quite enough to make Britt move
lively, and he darted away from the rocks toward

the -spot iwhere the horses had been left. Then
the rest, takinng the cue, started after them,
and as Arietta saw them disappear down the
ascent she knew right away that her friends
must be unable to see them.
"Hello!" came a call from the right.
"Hello!" Arietta answered, · for she recognized
the voice as com~ng from her boy lover. "Come
on, Wild. They've left me here alone. They have
fled to get their horses."
"Whoopee, whoopee!" came from another <lil'ection, and then the girl raised her head s11ghtly
and saw Cheyenne Charlie dart from behind a
rock the other side of the cleared spot and come
rushing toward them.
She could not see Wild, but she could hear his
footsteps, and when both reached the spot at the
same time, she gave a cry of joy.
"I got two of 'em!" exclaimed the scout, ju•
bliantly.
"No, you didn't, Charlie," Arietta answered, as
Wild quickly cut the rope from her. "You shot
one of the Indians, but you missed the white
scoundrel. You simply clipped a lock of hair
from his head."
"That's too bad. I je. t caught a glimpse of
ther galoot's head, an' I thought sure l got him."
"Well, you shot a little too far to the i-iight for
that, Charlie."
The gil'l was quite herself now, and seemed to
be little the worse for her thrilling experience
during the past few minutes.
"Well, let's get back 'to the girls," said Wild.
"The redskins are not likely to come that way
vei-y soon, for they have lost three of their mnnber now, ?.nd they will be mighty cautious. Come
on."
They were not Jong in joining Jim, Anna,
Eloise and the Chinaman. Anna and Eloise, as
well as Wing, the cook, were kneelill11!: behind the
rocks, their rifles in their hands, while Hop stood
near them puffing away at a big black cigar and
holding an oblong object that had a fuse attached
to it in his hand.
"Yer was ready for 'em, I see," observed Cheyenne Charlie, as she came up and nodded to the
clever Chinee, as Hop was sometimes called. "You
have got one of your firecracker s, an' I s'pose you
meant ter set it off if them galoots come close
enough."
"Lat 11ght, Misler Charlie. Me allee samee
makee bigee bang if ley come. Me velly smartee
Chinee."
Just then Arietta uttered a cry and pointed
across the open space they had entered in reachin,g the sandy waste. All eyes were turned in the
direction, and when they saw Andy Britt and the
redskins riding swtftly off to the right they knew
they had given up the idea of attacking them and
were no doubt on their way to attack the emigrants.
"Let them go for the present, Charlie," Wild
said, in his cool and easv way. "I reckon we
stand as good a chance of overtaking the emigrants as they do. They won't dare- to proceed
directly toward them for fear of coming in contact with us, while we can go straight ahead
alon~ the trail."
"Well, they'll ride a whole lot faster than us,
though, Wild," the scout decla1·ed, shaking hii,
head. "They ain't got no pack-horses with 'em.•
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"That's all right. They may make bettei· speed lost. Just what to do she did not know. Sh;i
than we do, but they. are ,going further around. well knew how useles::; it would be for her to ride
Come on. We may as well get in the saddle and on in the hope of joining her friends. But if sh,
be off. I reckon Arietta has recovered from her waited there the chances were that they ,vou ltl
not come that way, and then she would be just as
adventure by this time."
Wild was not long in getting into the saddle, bad oft'. She was quite cool now, and after thinkand he irode along at he:r side, the rest following- , ing· it over for a while she decided to wait a little
in the usual order. They had not recovered more lornger until the haze settled so she could see far
than half a mile when a black cloud began rapidly enough to be able to observe those she was so anxious to find. After the wind died away them was
forming in the southeast.
"Do yer see that?" Charlie asked, as he pointed a deadly silence and at that very moment ther<!
to it. "That means trouble ahead. There's ,goin' . was not a breath of air stirring. Finally she was
able to locate the sun, which shone like a grea~
ter be a wind storm, as sure as g-uns."
"I'm afraid you are right, Charlie," our hero ball over her head. She judged that it must b
answered, for he knew pretty well how to judge about ten o'clock, and as she looked at the sun it
the weather in that climate. If a high wind occurred to her that she surely ought to find hel"
comes up the emigrant trail will be obliterated friends now. She had dismounted, and as she
entirely, and then we will have a hard time in climbed into the saddle and turned her horse
finding it. I reckon we had better ride a little ahead in the direction she thought was the proper
one to take, she was confident of ~ucceeding .. She
faster."
This they did, but the cloud grew in propor- rode on, halting now and then and shouting
tion so rapidly that in less than five minutes the loudly. On she rode, and at last when she looked
sun was obscured. Then suddenly a puff of wind upward she saw the 1great ball of fire waR almost
directly over the head. It was noon, and as she
swept over the almost level plain.
""\,\Tell, I reckon the emi,grant train is lost, all gazed at it steadily for a moment she realizerl
right," said Young Wild Wes t, as he broug·ht for the first time that she had not been tpveling
his horse to a halt and dismounted. We will wait right, after all. After a sho1't rest the brave girl
until the wind stonn is over. We will make the mounted her broncho, and then before starting
back again she fired a shot from her revolver.
horses lie down and take it easy."
The horses were all trained, so that they could She had reloaded the chambers, and as she wail
be made to lie clown when it was necessai-y, and about to pull the trigger a second time two shots
two minutes later the party was at rest on the rang out from the left of her. Then it was that
sand, while the wind swept the dust over them, an exclamation of joy came from her lips.
"I have found them," she said, as she turned
almost burying· them.
her hor;;e ahead in the direction the shots came
from. Away she galloped, and a minute later
she suddenly observed moving forms ahead of her.
Thinking she was surely rejoining her companCHAPTER IV.-Arietta Finds the Lost Emiions, Arietta ro,de on, and when she was almost
g-rant Train.
in the midst of those she saw coming she found
For fully twenty minutes the sand storm con- that she had made a big mistake. ln stead of
tinued to rage.· After a while there came a lull, meeting her friends, she had found Andy Britt
but the dust was so thick that it had the appear- and the rascally redskins!
"Hello, gal!" exclaimed Britt, and then with.
ance of a hazy smoke. Arietta's horse was the
first to get up, and as it did so, unexpectedly to great quickness he struck the revolver from the
the girl, 'the bridle-rein was pulled from her girl's hand.
Arietta had drawn this the moment she dishand. She quickly sprang to her feet and hurried
covered her mistake, but she had not been quick
to ,get the horse as he started to walk away.
"Everybody up," Wild called out, just then. enough to fire a shot. The 11;irl tried to pull her
"I reckon it is time to be on the move. We must horse's head around so she mi,ght gallop away,
hurry and get a fresh breath of air somewhere." but Andy Britt seizea the bridle-rein and preThen Arietta quickly mounted. But she \\·as - vented the act.
barely seated in the saddle when there came an"Take knife and tie the paleface maiden'11
other puff of wind and a cloud of sand blew upon hands, Andy," said the Brule chief, nodding to
her. Her horse took a fright and galloped away his villainous associate. "Sand storm all done,
over the desert. Nor could the girl, who was now and we go to look for the emigrant train."
thoroughly alarmed, stop him. Arietta g·ave a
"All right, Jack," and the villain proceeded fe
shout as she was being· borne away, but she heard do as he was told. Then the Indian chief tied a
no reply, for the roaring of the wind was too rope about the broncho's neck, and passing the
much foi- · that. On went the horse for fully ten encl through the bit-ring of the bridle he made it
minutes, and then as suddenly as it had beg·un the fast to the horn of his saddle.
sand storm ceased. The ,girl oon gained control
"Paleface maiden be my squaw," he said, with
of her horse then, and turning him in the direc- a gleam of triumph in his dark, savage eyes.
tion she thought her companions must be, she ''Now ·we ,go and find the emigrant train, Andy."
spoke to him sharply and rode along at a gallop.
Tl'.e\ .all rode forward now at a swift gallop,
At intervals of about every half minute she called A~·1e,ta s horse _bemg- forced to keep up the pace
out, but no answering replv came to her ears. with them. Mile after mile was covered, and
On she went, and when half an hour had elapsed gra_<lually the atmosphere became clearer. Though
and the dust had :;ettled so that she could see as th en- horses were pretty well tired out, they did
far as a hundred yards from her, she brought her not let them rest more than a minute or two at
horse to a halt and acknowledged herself to be a time, but kept going all the while in the direc-
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tion the treacherous guide led. It must have
Of c~urse the brave girl had no idea where she
been about the middle of the·afternoon when they was gomg to, but it was her sole desire just then
finally came to a halt and prepared something to make her escape from Red Jack and his vilto eat.
lainous band. Less than a quarter of a mile
"Paleface maiden eat something," said Red ahead of her a high bridge of sand lay. She
-Jack, as he offered some food to Arietta, who had looked over her shoulder and saw that instead
been untied from her horse and was sitting upon of gaining upon her the Indians and their rasthe sand. The girl knew it would not be wise for cally white ally were being gradual]" left beher to go without food, for if she would keep up hind. She kept urging her horse continualJy and
her strength she must eat something. She ac- soon the ridge of sand was reached. As she' rode
cepted it and ate a little, and then asked for a over it her horse went in above his ankles, but
drink of water. The water had the effect of re- struggled on through and soon reached the other
viving her more than the food, and then she be- side, where it was easier traveling. Then it was
gan studying how she might escape from the ras- that the girl gave a startled cr 11• for not more
cally band.
than half a mile ahead of her she saw what she
"If I could only get mv hands free I would soon knew must be the iost emigrant train. The
iget away from them," she thought. "I will try wagons were moving slowly over the desert, and
and hold my wrists so they can't get them tightly when she saw half a dozen men riding on horsetogether this time. Then I may be able to slip 'back near them the girl tried to force her horse
the rope, and when a good chance offers itself I to a faster gait. But the white broncho was alcan easily untie the lariat and set my horse free." ready doing his best, and though he made an efWith this in her mind, the girl permitted her- fort, there was but little difference in the pace
f\elf to be lifted upotl the back of her horse after However, he wa_s holding out nobly, and gradual:
a short rest had been taken. Red. Jack saw to it ly the b!·ave ,girl neared th~ wagons, her purthat she was tied securely to the animal, and then suers bemg left further behmd at each second
with his own hands he pulled her hands behind As the ~n~ians came over the ridge of sand they
her ba£k and proceeded to tie them. Arietta saw_ their m!ended prey._ But instead of keeping
made no resistance whatever, and the chief on . m pursuit of the g:irl they came to a halt.
Arietta knew well why they stopped. They
seemed to be pleased.
f_eared to ~ght the emig:ants in the open day"The paleface maiden like to be Red Jack's light
Wavm1g her hand m a sort of farewell to
squaw," he said, with an ugly grin. "He make them, she
_came on, aJJd when she saw that the
ve1·y fine husband for her."
had come to a halt and that two
train
wagon
thinkwas
she
for
The girl said nothing to this,
riding to meet her, she knew she
were
horsemen
scoundrel
irug how she had fooled the 1·edskin
present, anyhow. Two minutes
the
for
safe
was
when he tied her hands behind her. Though he later she brought her horse to a halt. Two hardy
had drawn the rope tightly and made a secure horsemen were now before her.
knot, when she wanted to she could make it very
gal, what in thunder is the1· matter?"
lose, indeed. It was but natural.,. that her horse one"Well,
of them asked in surprise.
should lag, since it was being le<f, and when the
"The guide who left you is after you with some
Indians and Andy Britt again set out, Arietta
Indians," Arietta answered, quickly, as
·was in the rear. The chief gave a sharp jerk on rascally
pomt~d to her pursuers, who were now just
the lariat and forced the horse into a gallop. But sl:ie
d1sappearmg the other side of the ridge. "They
even then it was bound to be behind. Arietta said had me a prisoner, but I escaped. I was fornot a word but kept watching the chief. She tunate in finding- you so soon."
wanted him to keep his attention toward his
"I reckon yer was, miss," the other horseman
companions, who were getting a little ahead of
him. Then she would quickly show him how she spoke up. "Do you know the1'" way across this
could liberate herself. A few minutes later the blamed desert? We'1·e lost, an' have been ever
chance came. Suddenly the girl tugged at her since that sand storm happened. We don't know
bonds and slipped them. Her hands were now ~o more which way we're ,goin' than ther man
free, and leaning forward, 'she reached the knot m the moon."
"Well, I'm af!·aid I'll be a poor guide," the ftirl
that tied the lariat about her horse's neck. It
was quite easy for her deft fingers to loosen it, answered, shakmg her head and looking at him
and once she had done this she pulled it off gravely. "But I am in hopes my friends will
through the· ring of the bit. She was now ready come along soon. They will surely know the way.
to make a bolt for liberty, and letting the rope Young Wild West is our leader you know."
"Well, Young Wild vVest is ~ ·very clever boy
drop su~.:::ly she seized the bridle-rein and turned her horse sharply to ' the riight. It must have and if he only finds us it will not be very long
been that the rascally chief thought the horse he before he will set you riight. But as I just told
was leading had come up a little closer, for h8 you when I came up, you are in danger of bein~
attacked. Them are sixteen painted Indinas who
had never once looked behind. When Arietta saVI
this a thrill of joy shot through her, for she nO\V are after your scalps, and with them is Andy
felt that she had a good chance. A way she rode, Britt, the guide who left you yesterday."
The two men looked at each other in dismay.
the hoof-beats of her horse making no~ound in
"Andy Britt with ther redskins!" one of them
the soft, yielding sand. She was easily fifty
yards distant before one of the Indians happened exclaimed. "Well, I mistrusted that man right
to turn and see her. Then a savage vell went up along. No wonder he didn't turn up when he said
instantly, and the girl spoke sharply to her horse, he would."
"He is a scoundrel, and I overheard him plotat the same time bending low toward his neck.
She feared that they might shoot at her, but no ting with the chief of the red:;kin band," Arietta
hastened to say. "It was theh- intention to folsuch thing happened.
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low you and attack your camp to-night. Britt
sent you this way so you would be sure to get
lost, and then he th:lUght he would have you just
ri.ght. They mean to kill every man belonging to
.:.the train, and what monev there is found is to be
divided equally between Britt and Red Jack, tn&
Indian chief."
Arietta was quite cool now. It was plain that
she was not the one to grow nervous ovel· being
captured by Indians.
"Come on, miss," said one of the emigrants.
"I'm awful glad to know this. Let's git over to
where our friends are waitin', an' then we'll see
what's to be done."
Arietta was only too glad to accept the invitation, and in less than two minutes later she was
making herself acquainted with the m:rn, women
and children belongin~ to the lost em1grant train.
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The cloud of dust had raised so suddenly that
no one in the party was aware that Arietta's
horse had taken fright and galloped away. Not
until it was over and the atmosphere began to
slightly clear did they discover the girl's absence. Young Wild West heard the scout's wife
calling his sweetheart's name repeatedly, and hf'
at once came to the conclusion that something
was wrong.
"Can't you find her, Anna?" he asked, as he
made his way to the spot where she was calling·.
"Why, no, Wild," was the reply. "Where can
she be?"
"I seen her jest as she was goin' ter mount het
h orse," Cheyenne Charlie sooke up, an anxious
expression showing on his face. "Could it be that
she started ter ride away afore that big puff of
wind came?"
"I don't see what she would do that for," the
young deadshot answered, shaking his head. "But
let's look around. It may be that she has been
buried by the sand."
They groped their way all over the spot, but
failed to find either Arietta or her horse.
"There's only one thing about it, boys," said
the young deadshot, nodding to his partners. "It
must have been that· Arietta got upon the back
of her horse about the time tbl},t heavv puff came.
Probably the horse became frightened and galloped away with her . In that case she has become lost, and it is now for us to find her as
quickly as possible."
They made a search for a full hour, and at the
expiration of that time even Young· Wild West
was forced to admit that Arietta had been lost
in a very mysterious fashion. But he did not
despair of finding her, however. That was not
bis way.
The party rode on, and as the atmosphere
kept clearing, and they could see further ahead,
they scanned the desel't closely, but saw nothing
of the lost girl or anything else that was living.
Noon came. Young Wild West was plainly getting a little nervous now. He feared that A1·ietta
might have perished on the desert in some man:
ner. But he stuck to the brw:ht side of it, and
when either Charlie or Jim made a comment as
to the probability that the girl would Il9t be
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fo und, he declared that she would be f ound and
shortly, at that. •
"Arietta is not an ordinary "Young girl, you
know, boys," he said, shaking his head. "She is
full of grit, and yo11 can bet that she is somewhere alive and well at this very minute. The
fact that we have . not found hei- horse meanR
that they are altogether, and that being the case,
she will reach a place' of safety, even if we fail
to discover her for a while. I think the thing to
do now is to travel in a circle and look for hoofprints. In that way we may discqver her trail."
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed the scout, bri,_g·htening up instantly. "I never th-0ug·ht of that.
We sartinly ought ter find hoof-prints, since she
must have kept on goin' after ther sand st.orm
was done. Come on. We'll take a wide circle
an' see how we make out."
The young deadshot g·ave a nod, and then bidding the others to keep right on upon the cou1·se
they had been foilowin,g-, set out with his two
partners to ride in a wide circle. They struck
off well to the right and covered the ground raoidly. When they had gone perhaps two miles in
that direction they swung aro.und and began to
make almost a -true circle. When they had almost
reach:>d the rest of the partv the hoof-prints they
were looking for were seen in the sand . But
what they saw had been made by more than one
horse, and then it was easy for them to guess
that they had struck the trail of the Indians and
their white ally. As Young Wild West dismounted and looked at the tracks, he shook his
head.
'·Boys, we haven't discovered anything of importance yet. It may be, though, that Arietta
has found these tracks and has followed them.
Jim, you get the rest of the party and follow
this trail. Charlie and I will look further to the
left."
It was iust ahout a mile to the left of the
cou1·se they had been following when they struck
'Lhe trac cs of a single horse. The face of Young
Wild West lighted up as if by magic.
"Hurrah!" he cried. "We have stru~k Arietta's
trail at last, Charlie. Now then, come on. It
won't be very long befor e we find her."
'fhen the 1.wo gailoped along over the trail.and
were soon quite a distance ahead of the rest.
They could not help noticin,g that the tracks
kept leading toward the other trail, and the further they 11:ot the more Young Wild West began
to think that probably his brave little sweetheart had fallen into the hands of the redskins
again. When at last they came upon the other
trail suddenly and saw every indication that a
halt had been made thc,re, the boy was convinced
that such had been the case. Without thinking
of stopping for the noonday meal the two rode
on, covering the ground rapidly. Mile after mile
was covered, and at length when two hours
had elapsed since the two learned that the g·irl
had joined the party of redskins, they caught
sight of a party of horsemen probably five miles
ahead of them.
"There they are, Wild!" the scout exclaimed,
as he pointed eagerly ahead.
"That's right, Charlie," was the cool reply.
"Now then, take 1t easy. Don't get excited a bit,
and he careful that you don't shoot so you might
hit Arietta. I am satisfied that she is with them.
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find it is for us to rescue her as quickly as possi1 le.''
With the untiring hope that is so common to
horse!' in that section of the country, their steeds
lore the two along and at the expiration of perhaps ten minutes they saw they were igaining
upon those in advance of them. Off to the right
Dt a distance of two or three mjles Wild and
Charlie saw a high ridge of sand. If they had
ridden to it they would have seen the emigrants
at a halt, but this they did not do. When scarcely half a mile lay between them and the rast :1lly crowd their apr1·oach was disccvcred. Then
for the first time it became apparent to our two
fihmd s that Arietta was not with them. They
co11ld count the horsemen plainly, and when thev
found th e re were seventeen of them thev knew
foll well that they were Andv Britt and the Indi:,ns they had skirmished with that morning-.
"Charlie, it seems that we have made a mistake.
The tracks could not have been made by Arietta's horse, after all."
"It looks that wn.y, Wild," was the reply. "But
s'pc~e we keep right on and find out for sartin.
r-laybe one of 'em has gone on ahead with Ari-

etta."

·

"I hardly think so, for that is just the number
of that crowd. But we may ai: well try and find
out."
As if it happened expressly to aid them, one
d thf• ponie,, stumbled at that moment, throwing
1he Indian who was riding it over its head. Before he could get• up and catch the horse it went
•galloping over the desert, leaving him on foot.
As the rest were riding ahead at full speed at
the time, the redskin was left alone, and as soon
as he recovered himself he started running as
fast as he could.
"I have ,got to bring that fellow down, Charlie,"
:said Wild,his eyes flashing. "I don't want to kill
him, but I will make him drop just the same."
Raising his Remington, the boy took a careful
aim and pulled the trigger.
Crang ! As the report rang out the Indian
gave a sudden lunge forward and fell sprawling
upon the sand.
"I think I just grazed his left arm, Charlie,
though I may have sent the bullet crashing
through it. But it can't be helped if I have. I
want him, and I am going to have him."
It quickly became evident that the Indian was
not badly wounded, for when the young deadshot
was yet two hundred yards from him he ,got upon
his feet and started to run again.
"Stop where you are I" shouted Wild, at the
\op of his voice. "If you don't I will shoot you
dead."
"Ugh!" exclaimed the Brute, who was thor"ughly frightened, since his companions had
tailed to come back to his assistance. "What
paleface boy want?"
"I want to know where the girl is."
"She go over there," and the redskin pointed
toward the sand ridge. "She find the wa.gon
train."
"Are you telling the truth?" demanded the
boy, his eyes flashing dangerously.
"Ugh!" and the Indian shrugged his shoulders
er.:d said nothing further.
"Well, Charlie," said Wild, nodding to the
1,caut. I think he has told us the truth. Arietta

has joined the emigrant train. But before we
Jet him go we will ride over to the ridge and see."
"That's right, an' if he has lied ter us, jest Jet
me have ther pleasure of puttin' ther red galoot
out of his misery."
"lnjun no lie," declared the Indian stoutly.
''The wagon train is over there," and he again
pointed to the sand ridge.
"Well, you lead the way over there and if we
find you have told the truth we _will let you go,"
said Wild.
"Ugh!" and the expression of satisfaction that
came upon his face was enough to convince both
Wild and Charlie that he had told the truth.
He i::tarted forward on a run, and then at Wild
noticed that the blood was trickling from h19
left arm near the elbow, he called out to him to
stop.
'· Let me i:;ee how badly you are hurt," he said.
The redskin showed the wound, which was but
a me1·e scratch. The bullet had p:issed just
where the young deadshot had intended it to, and
beyo11d the loss of a httle blood, the Brute was
all right.
"All right, go ahead. redskin."
It happened that the pony that had stumbled
and thrown the red skin was trotting off toward -a
the ridge, so this made the Brule all the better
satisfied to go in that direction. He kept on at
a good run until he came to his horse, and then
after considerable difficulty he mana.ged to catch
it, neither Wild nor Charlie interfering with him.
V\7hen he had once mounted he rode swiftlv toward the ridge, and a few minutes later 'they
reached the top of it. Then Wild and Charlie
found that he had told them the truth. There
lay the wagon train lc:-s than half a mile awav.
As they sat still in the $addle looking toward 'it
a white horse suddenly galloped from behind the
wagons, and then they saw Arietta mounted upon
it.
"It's all right, redskin," said \Vild. "You just
tell Red Jack and Andy Britt that they had better make themselves scarce, for if they interfere
with the wagon train they will all die. Don't
forget."
"Me tell them, Young \Vild West," and so saying the Indian galloped away, no doubt overjoyed at the way tllings had turned out in his
favor.
CHAPTER VI.-A Reunion.

It was with a feeling of no little relief that
Young Wild West l'Ode forward to meet his
sweetheart.
"Well, Et," said he, as they met and clasped
hands from the backs of their horses, "how was
it that you left us so suddenly, anyhow?"
"My horse carried me away, Wild. It was
done so quickly that I can hardly explain just
how it was. I shouted loud enough, but I suppose you could not hear me for the rearing of
the sand storm. But it's all right now, Wild. I
knew you would come. If I had not escaped myself from the Indians and the white renegade,
you would have saved me, anyhow. I am glad.
however, that I managed to get away from them."
She then related all that had happened to her,
since she had become lost from them. Wild and
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Charlie listened with considerable sur1Hise. Arietta had certainly shown great coolness and tact,
and the way she made her escape from Red Jack
was worthy of praise. The three now rode back
,.. to the wag·on train and were met by the emigrants in hearty fashion. Arietta had been there
just long· enough to get pretty well acquainted
with them all, and as she rernembered some of
their names she was not long in making an introduction. She had told John Purdy, the leader
of the party, all about Young Wild West and his
partners, and of some of the thin~;; they had
accomplished, so it was not strange that the
brawny emigrant greeted our hero and Charlie
cordially.
"Maybe you kin help us find our way, my boy,"
he said, after he had talked a few minutes. "We
are lost, an' there ain't no mistake about that.
It's all ther <loin's of that rascal we had hired
as a guide. I never would have thought that he
would ever betray us in this fashion, but I didn't
jest like him, for all that. H
There was quite a crowd gathered about, and
finally a raw-boned man with scragigy whiskers
and rather piercing eyes stepped up and said:
"Ther young lady has told us that you're ther
Champion Deashot of ther West. Is that true,
Young Wild West?"
"Well, I suppose it is, as far as the title iroes.
I haven't met every one vvho can shoot wi th a
rifle o,r revolver, but those I have met I have
managed to hold my own with. I never let any
one beat me if I can help it."
"\Vell, my name is Jake Hobson, an' in Missouri, where I was bor!} an' brought up, I was
s'posed to be ther chanmion rifle shot for miles
around. I've kept practicin' right aloug·, an' I
sorter allow that there ain't no one livin' as kin
beat me shootin' at lon,g range. 'I've got an oldfashioned long-barreled muzle-loader here, but
she carries straight to ther mark every time I
pull theT trigger. Now, then, Young Wild West,
don't think I'm doin' any braggin', but I'd jest
like ter try conclusions with yer."
'·Well, Mr. Hobson, what do you want to shoot
at? ,vhile we're waiting for our friends to come
up we can just as well settle as to who is the
champion, you or I."
"This gun of mine will carry about a mile,
thoUigh I wouldn't think of tryin' to hit a mark
at that distance," went on the challenger, with a
shake of the head. "I consider five hundred
yards a long-range shot."
"\Veil, that is a pretty good distance, if you are
going to shoot a small bull's eye," admitted Wild.
"But I don't see anything in the way of a target
around here. The1·e is nothing but sand on every
side. If the Indians we were talkin,g about a little
while ago should happen to come riding this way
we would have something to shoot at."
"You'll have that chance later on," spoke uu
Cheyenne Charlie, smiling grimly.
Hobson took a ..survey of their surroundings.
There was not a thing to be seen but a vast sea
of sand, as Wild had said. But he did not look
into the air at all, and when he shook his, head
and declared that some one would have to volunteer to ride out and put up a target, Wild oointed
u}lward and said:
.
"There':, a vulture sailing around up there. It
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fa no doubt looking for something in the w·ay of

prey. How would that do for a target?"
"That bird is altogether too far away, an' another thing, it's movin'. You don't think I would
try ter hit that, do yer?" asked Hobson. as though
he thought the boy was joking.
"You don't think you could bring down the
vulture, then?"
"Nope," and the man shook his head.
"Well, I think I can."
Wild coolly raised his Remington to his shoulder, and, taking a steady aim, pulled the tri,gger.
Crnng! As the, report rang out the great bird
of prey gave a mighty flap of its wings and then
came dropping toward the earth like a stone.
"Great jupiter!" cried Jake Hobson. "I won't
say I'm a wonderful shooter again as lon,g- as 1
live. Why, I could have no more hit that bird
than noihin'."
"Well, I don't call that a difficult shot at all,"
declared Wild, smilin~ at him. "Either Charlie
or Arietta could hav~ done as welt If you don't
believe it, they will show you, if any vultures
happen to a.ppear.''
The challenger promptly ·leaned his rifle
against a wagon wheel.
"! won't shoot ag'in you, Young Wild West,"
he declared. "That settles it. I kin hit an ob.iect
as big as a barrel at fiv<! hundred yard,;, an' I
call that mighty ,good shootin'."
"So it is, Mr. Hobson. It is not ever'body
w110 can <lo that, I can tell you."
"I don't believe we've got a man belongirt' to
our party who kin do it," and Hobson looked
around in a sort of trii.mphant way.
No one took him u~, so it was evident that he
spoke the truth.
"\Vell, I don't mean to say that my rifle's any
better than youTs, as far as shooting straight 1,;
ccncerned, but suppose there had been a dozen
vultures up_ there and that they were able to
destroy us if they reached us? ·what could one
man do with a rifle like yours?"
"Nothin, at all, if I was ther man, 'cause I
wouldn't be able ter hit one of ther birds."
"\Vell, in case you were able to hit one every
time you fired, don't you suppose they would get
to you before you could kill them all?"
"I guess that's right."
"Well, that's where a repeating rifle has the
advantage over a muzzla one."
"Let me see that gun of yours, will yer?"
"Certainly."
Hobson took the Reming-ton and looked it over
carefully.
"Well," Yid he, as he handed it back, "it's ther
first time was ever willin' ter admit that any
improveme ts has been made in ther way of
guns. But that one of yours is sartinly a wonder.
I don't see how it kin carry that far, 'cause it's
got sich a short barrel."
"Well, it will carry accurately. If you can
keep a gang of redskins from you, you are pretty
safe, you know."
·
Hobson was completely crushed, and a minute
01: two later he picked up his 1•ifle and went away
and sat down in the shade of one of the wagons.
"You sartinly imrprised him, Young· Wild
West," the leader of the emigrants .declared, a
smile playiI1ig about his lips. "Now then, he
knows who ther Champion Dead.shot is. He's
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had an idea right along that he was able ter and when the sun was setting the air was so clear
beat any man in ther West at shootin' at a that they were just able to see a pale blue line
off to the northwest.
·
mark."
''There's a wooded range of hills over theI'e"
''"'ell, he can 8hoot well, no doubt, and I suppose he will have a chance before vei·y long to said Young Wild West, as he called the attentio'n
shoot to kill. That gang of l'edskins we told of the emigrant leader to the blue streak. "We
will strike there before another sunset, and then
you about will certainly do their best to clean
you out. Maybe they might try it to-night and everything will be all right. It won't take us
fail, but they will keep at it until they get more long to strike a trail that will take you on your
than they want. If you have no objection,;, we way to your destination."
"Thank yer, Young Wild West. I s'pose if
will stay with you and endeavor to get you on the
1·i.ght track, for your destination, and if the red- you hadn't come up we would have been in
skins do attack us we will help. you take care mighty bad shape. If ther Injuns hadn't got
us, most likely we would have 'traveled around
of them."
"Thank yer, Youn_g- Wild West. Ther gal said on this here desei't, until we got out of water.
as how you would sartinly stick to us till we Then we might have died, an' left our bones for
got rid of Andy Britt an' ther In.iuns. If yer do the vultures ter pick."
"'Well, I don't know that it would have been
that we'll be under everlastin' obligations to yer."
"Well, we are in no particular hurry, so we exactly as bad as that. But there is no doubt
that you were lost well enough. You consider
,1il] stay with you until we are satisfied you are
that you are found now, so it's all right."
perfectly safe to go on without us."
"Yes, we was lost, an' no mistake about it.
It was at this juncture that one of the emigrants reported that the rest of Young Wild That yaller-haired gal of yours was ther one
West's party were coming over the sand ridg·e. ter find us. We ain't never ,goin' ter forgit her,
Wild walked out where he could have a look, and Young Wild West."
"Well, that's all right. Arietta is a very clever
s:.:w that it was true. The emi,grants waited with
no little interest, especially the women and chi!- girl. She is not like the majoi-ity of her sex,
dren, for when they saw there were two China- you know. If she was, most likely she would
men in the party some of them seemed to be still be in the power of the redskin chief who
told her he was going to make ·her his squaw."
amused.
"Ther women an' children ain't used ter seein' ' "Jest to think of that," and the emigrant
his teeth.
Chinese," said John _Purdy, with a grin. "Where leader shook his head and grated
we come from there was no sich thing as a "That Injun ought to be filled with lead."
"Well, I think he will have a little lead in him
heathen. But of course ther most of us men has
seen lots of 'em. This ain't ther first time I've before we ,get through with him. But never
mind about that: We will stop here for to-day
been up this way."
"Well, they wm find out that our Chinamen and I reckon there won't be any one huri betwee~
are all right. One of them will be able to amuse now and morning-not on our side, anyhow."
The entire band of emigrants were in excelthem quite a little, too, I reckon. He is a sleightof-hand performer, and there is more fun in him lent spirits by this time, and the women bustled
than could be found in a dozen ordinary China- about to make p1·eparations for the evening
meal, while the men drew up the wagons in a
·
men."
"A sleight-of-hand feller, eh?" and Purdy circle, so they might guard themselves from an
Young Wild West and his friends put
looked interested. "Well, I wonder if he would attack.
show us a few things we kin do to-night, after up th ~ir tents by themselves, for they decided
to go it alone, as far as camping was concerned.
we go into camp."
out
it
"I am sure he will, so you can give
ri.ght now, if you like."
Purdy and the rest who heard this at once
beP-an talking about the wonderful Chinee, who CHAPTER VII.-A Performance That Astonised
The Emi,grants.
was coming, and by the time Jim and the girls
arrived there with the two Celestials it was
As the shades of night gathered ove1· the sea
known throughout the entire emigrant train that
Hop was a very clever magician. When an In- of sand two men belonging to the emigrant train
troduction had tak1m place Wild suggested that went on guard duty. This was upon the advice
the train should start in motion. John Purdy of Young Wild West, who knew quite well that
declared that he was ready t o do anything the if Red Jack meant to attack the camp he might
young deadshot said, so he promptly gave orders, do it any time after darkness set in. Supper
and five minutes later the oxen were slowly pur- was eaten by all hands, and when it was over
suing their way over the desert. While neither and our friends we1·e sitting about before the
Young Wild West nor his partners had ever two tents in the light of a couple of lantern s, John
crossed that particular stretch of arid waste be- Purdy, the leader of the band of travelers, came
fore, they had an idea that if they kept on a little over and joined them.
"Everybody seem. · to be feelin' putty good
to the north they would soon strike vegetation
again. Wild learned that there was auite a g·ood jest now, Young ~Tile! ·west," he said, as he
supply of water in the wagons, as well as a stock took his pipe from his mouth and looked at the
of provisions. He knew , that they ought to ,get young deadshot with a sort of . admiration. "They
somewhere where both water and game could be seem ter think that ther Injuns won't stand much
found in another day's t1·avel, so he advised of a show if they do come after' us."
"Well, I hardly think they will myself," Wild
them to go right on instead of turning back.
They continued on fol' the 1·est of the afternoon, answered. "Thel'e are not enough of them to
~
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put up a big fight, and after three or four of arations when he knew there wa.· :~. po~sible
them are shot down the rest will weaken, I am chance of b ing asked to entertain. But he wa·,
sure. I have already seen enough of them to all 1·eady now for the emigrants. most of whor•1
were simple-minded folks who had a way of
make me believe that."
"You said your folks had dropped three of attending to their own affairs and had not se••n
a great deal of life. In less than five minutes
'em, didn't yer?"
the men, women and children of the train h,d
"Yes, that's right."
reached the spot, and were eagerly waiting for
"An' there's sixteen of 'em left, then?"
"Counting the treacherous ,gu ide, there are the performance that had been promised them.
A,; there was not light enou,;{h to ~uit him, lfo,,
seventeen, I believe."
"Yes, I see. Well, Andy Britt got paid for asked for two or three more la ntern::; to l.J:
what guidin' he done for us, an' ter think he brought. His request was granted righ. awa'/,
would go an' do anything like that makes me and then he stepped before the crowd whid1 \' a,
feel mighty bitter ag'in him. I think if I git ther gathered in a semi-cit'cle, and bowing rig:1 t ;ui 1
left, exclaimed:
chance I'll shoot him."
i'.Ic ~h•n '·
·'NO'.\-, Jen, evelybody wa'cher!
"If you find him bent on attacking you, you
velly funny tlick, so be."
certainly should, Mr. ~u1·dy."
Hop was bound to make some mcml;c:- of t: ·
"I will, too," and then the emi,grant leader
laid down, and after smoking in silence for a emigrant band his victim, and as he ho;, .. ,J <JV r
the as;;emblage he finally settltd i:po:1 tb• r i ,
while, nodded to Hop, and continued:
"I s'pose you'll put up a mighty good fight if called Jake Hobson, who hi.>.d declared h;rn 1.·
ther Injuns attack us, won't you, Mr. Chinee?" to be a deadshot with a rifle.
"You helpee me, Misler lVIelican Man?" hes t. !
"Me fightee velly muchee, so be," Hop answered, gll;d of the chance to get into conve1·:;a- stepping over to him, pEersuasively.
"So you have got tet· have some one tcr J·,-' ,
tion with the man, for the fact was that he was
really eager to give a performance of his•ma.gic. ye1, have yer?" Hob!'on retorted.
"He don't fight with g·uns, though, boss,"
"Lat light."
Cheyenne Charlie spoke up with a grin. "Hop
"Well, I thought a magician could show h:»
fifty
at
couldn't hit ther broad side of a shanty
tricks without any help?"
shoot
ter
yards. We never could learn him how
'·Lat allee light. Me ·howea plenty tlick;; withstraight. But his brother kin do putty well when out no helpee, but me wantee you now."
he's
that
it comes ter a pinch. I know for a fact
'' \Veil, I reckon I ain't afraid, so go ahead."
dropped as many as half a dozen redskins."
He walked back to 1.he ;,pot that Hon I~ 1 I
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie," said Hop, selected as the place for him to operate, anrl th 'n
in disgust. "Whattee you say lat for? You waited for further orders. The cleYer Chinee
knowee velly yell that me makee ledskins Jun bowed and smiled at the crowd, and thfn p,·olikee anything·. Me velly smartee Chinee."
ceedecl with the time-honored trick of pullin2;
"Oh, I ain't sayin' nothin' about that, Hop. money and all sorts of trifles from the man'·,
But you don't do it by fightin'."
ears, eyes, nose and pcckeb. So clever wa~ he
"He does it by his magic, I s'pose," ventured at it that the sj,ectaton: were amazed. Very
Purdy.
few of them had · ever seen anything like a
"That's about ther size of it, if you call big sleight-of-hand perfo1·mance before, and it was
firecrackers an' all sorts of fireworks magic," and not lon.g before they began to regard the Chinaman as being something of the ;cupernatural
Charlie grinned and shrugged his shoulders.
✓"Well, I s'pose Injuns would think it was order.
ma.gic, all right. Jest tell us some of ther thing·s
About the only skeptic among them \\"a~ the
your smart Chinee has done, won't yer?"
man Hop was operating upon. He knew Yerv
"Sartin," and then Charlie proceeded to relate well that there was no gold coins in his ears, or
several incidents that Hop had taken the prin- that he had swallowed no sausages, and to have
imcipal part in when they were in danger from bad them pulled out of his ears and mouth
Indians and outlaws.
possible.
"\Vell, well!" said the emigrant leader, when
"Huh!" he exclaimed , after Hop had g·ot
Charlie ceased. "He sartinly is worth bein' with through the first part of his performance.
yer. Say, Hop!" and he nodded to the clever "What's ther matter with all of yer? You don't
Chinee, "do yer mind showin' me somethin' of think he took them things from me, do yer?"
what yer kin do in ther way of sleight-of-hand?"
"He sartinly did, Jake." Jolin Purdy declared,
"Me allee samee givee lillee show for evely- as he stepped a little closer. "I seen him pull a
1
tellee
"You
promptly.
-ed,
bodv," Hop answc
string of sausages right out of your nose."
tllee you fliends to comee and Jen me showee
"You thought yer did, you mean. He had them
whattee me do."
up his sleeve, or somewhere else."
"Do yer mean that, Mr. Hop?"
"Lat allee light,'' spoke up Hop, motioning
"Lat light. Me no tellee lie, so be. Me allee fo1· Pu1·dy to step back again. "Do you dlink
samee likee um first plesident- what cuttee um tanglefoot?"
chelly tlee down."
"No, I don't. I'm a total abstainer. I would"You are, eh? Well, all right. I'll jest notify
a glass of liquor, nor would I give
everybody that you're goin' ter give a perform- n't touchelse
a drink if they said they was dyin'
ance. You kin bet that they'll all come, except any one
for it."
them what's doin' guard duty."
"But you a!lee samee cally um bottle of tangle"Allee li.ght. Hully uppee "
Hop was always ready to perform his sleight- foot alound in your clothes, so be."
"I never had a bottle of whisky in my pocket.a
of-hand, though sometimes he made extra prep-

,,·as
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in my life," declared Hobson, bristling up with completely lost his temper and wanted to :fight.
But Young Wild West quickly arose and stepped
anger.
between the two.
"You play dlaw pokee, too, so be."
"See here, Hobson," said he, somewhat sternly,
"No, I don't. I never gambled in my life.
Wbat do yer mean by sayin' sich things, "you act more like a little child than anything
else. Haven't you ab·eady seen that our clever
heathen?"
Hop shook hfa head . as though he was puzzled Chinee is able to deceive the eyes of every one
here?"
over something.
"Never mind about that," was the hot retort.
"Velly stlange," he said. "Me allee samee velly
srnartee Chinee.
Me see light thlough you "I didn't have them things in my pocket, an' I'll
clothes, and me velly sure you gottee um bottle swear ter it."
of tanglefoot and um packee of cards."
"Well, you ce,tainly did have ·the flask of
Many of the spectators looked somewhat sur- whisky and pack of cards in your p,o cket, but
prised at this, for they knew Hobson to be just that don't say you put them there, mind you.
what he had claimed. He was deadly opposed to Ju st be a little reasonable about it. Won't you
liquor and ,gambling, and had always talked that admit that it was possible for the Chinaman to
way since they knew him.
slip them into your pocket without you knowing
"HeaLhen," said the accused man, as he did his anything about it?"
best to keep cool, ''you say you kin see through
"No. If he put them there I'd felt it when he
my clothes, an' that I've got a bottle of whisky <lone it."
an' a pack of cards in my pockets?"
"Well, if you won't admit that, you simply
"Lat light, me velly solly to say."
make yom·self a hypocrite, as this man just called
"Well, I say I ain't."
you. But don't ~et angry about it, fo1· I know
"Allee lig-h t. You lookee and you findee out- just how it happened. While Hop was playing
tee."
his tricks of pulling money and sausages from
''I won't go to ther trouble of lookin', 'cause your ears and nose he slipped that flask and the
I know ve1·y well what you say ain't true."
pack of cards into your hip pocket. It was easy
"Misler Purdy," :said Hop, turninl! to the leader for him to do that, because he is gifted that way,
of the band of travelers, "you comee and lookee and he could put his hand in any man's pocket
in um pockets. Me likee havee you do lat."
without being discovered. Now, then, just cool
''How about that, Jake?" Purdy asked, as he down a little .and admit that our Chinaman is a
stepped forward.
clever fellow."
"I won't admit nothin' of ther kind, Young
"Well, John, you don't believe ther Chinaman
tells ther truth when he says I've a pack of cards Wild West. If you say that Chinee put them
things in my pocket you're a liar."
an' a bottle of whisky in my pockets, do yer?"
''I don't know what ter say to that. I've seen
"See here, Mr. Hobson," said the young deadenough of him to make me think that if he says shot, coolly, though there was a flash in his
a thing is so, it is so."
eyes that should have told the man he had better
"Oh , you think that way, do yer?"
be a little careful, "I don't like to be called a
"I sartinly do, Jake."
liar. The fact is that I usually knock a man
"\\'ell, then, s'pose you search me an' see how down when he calls me such a name as that. But
much you're mistaken this time."
I am ,g oing to excuse you, because I see that you
"All right. Mr. Hop wants me te1· do it, so are so thick-headed that you don't know enough
I'll feel in youx pocket::."·
to make yourself straight with your friends. You
Hobson wore a blue flannel shii-t and a pair of have declared that you never put the articles in
trousers that fitted him rather loosely. In his your pocket, yet you :,von't admit that the Chinahip-pocket was a bandana handkerchief, and man did. Every one here saw Mr. Purdy take
eve1·y one could see a J)ortion of it hanging out. them from your pocket. Now, then, you had betHe also carried a plug of tobacco thel'e, while ter take back ·what you just called me."
his other pockets contained some loose change,
"I won't take it back, if I die for it."
a jack-knife and a few other trifling articles,
"Well, you are not going to die for it, but I'll
such as men usually carry about with them. bet all I am worth that y ou will take it back.
John Purdy went through his pocket, finding Now, then, if you don't do it within two seconds
nothing that did not belong !here, in his opinion, I will make you!"
·
until he came to the hip-pocket. Then as he
But Hobson did not mean to do it. He was so
drew forth the bandana handkerchief and felt enraged now that ·when he saw the boy conin the pocket he gave a violent start.
fronting him in a fighting attitude he suddenly
. "Here yer are, Jake," he said, and out came launched out his big :fist with the intention of
knockin,g him down. But Young Wild West was
a half-pint flask.
"Did you take that from my pocket, John too quick and clever to permit anything like
• that. He dodged the blow easily, and then out
Purdy?" the man demanded, angrily.
''I sartinly did, Jake, an' here's somethin' mo1·e shot his right fis t, catching the man squarely between the eyes. Big as he was, Hobson could
here. Blamed if it ain't a l)ack of cards!"
There was scarcely one of the spectators who not stan<l up after such a blow . He staggered
did not see Purdy proc:uce the articles from the back and his knees trembled, and tben he put
man's hip-pocket, so they were all satisfied for out his hands to catch himself as he dropped to
ti1e time bein,g that Jake Hobson had been car- the ground.
"Ladies and ,gentlemeil," said• \Vild, in his cool
1·ying whisky and other thinks about ":Vith him,
in spite of the fact that he talked agamst them and easy way, as he wavecl 11is hands to the
every time he got the cha~ce. One man even excited crowd, ·'I don't want any one to interkinted U'·.a.t he was a hypocrite, and then Hobson fere. I am satisfied th(;.t Jake H obson needs t o
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.be taught something that-he never knew bef01:~He is big enough to eat me as you w1ll all adm1s,
so let him get up and fight it out. I said I would
make him take back what he called me, and I
am going to do it, if it takes a week,."
"Hooray for Young Wild West!" shouted John
Purdy, as he waved his hat. "Thi.~ is ther best
thin,g I ever seen ,=;ince we started for Salt Lake.
Jake Hobson has been doin' nothin' but blowin'
an' braggin' ever since we've been on ther road,
an' I think it's aboat time that he took l11s medicine."
Nearly every man in the crowd joined in the
cheer, and many of the women and children did
likewise. Wild's blood was up now. It was
against his nature to submit to be called a liar,
and he now • tood over the fallen man, who was
slowly getting into a sitting· posture. The blow
had been a hard one, and as it caught Hobson
squarely it not only knocked him down, but
temporarily stunned him. But he was as strong
as an ox, so to speak, and it was not long bef?re
he recovered himself. Suddenly he swun,g himself over and got upon one foot. He paused for
a second . glaring at the athletic boy lik~ a fiend.
Then up he jumped and rushed for h1m, gr~bbing with both hands as though he meant to se17:e
Wild and crush him in one quick gTip. But h1s
hands clutched nothing but the empty air, f01·
as quick as a flash our hero ducked and dove hetween his legs. Up went the athletic form, and
Jake Hodson went headlong· to the ground. Wild
was not done yet, however. He was upon him
in a jiffy, and clutching him by the collar of his
shirt he pulled him to his feet and then struck
him a hard blow on the short ribs, letting go his
hold at the same time. Hobson gave a gasp and
the11 fell to the ground and rolled over.
"Are you ready to take it back?" the boy said,
as he bent over him.
"No, no!" came the reply, in a hissing voice.
"I'll kill yer, YouTug Wild West?"
"Hold on, Jake!" said Purdy, running forward.
"I reckon you have got enough, an' don't know
it. Git up an' apologize, like a man."
"You keep away from me, John Purdy, or I'll
kill you, too," was the reply.
1
' 1 ain't afraid of nothin' like that, Jake. You're
a little bigger than I am, but you can't handle
me an' you know it. Don't yer touch a g·un,
either. If ycr do I'll knock it out of your hand."
Hobson vvas armed, of course, but for reasons
of his own he did not attempt to touch it. Re
lay on the ground for the space o.f two or three
minutes, though our hero knew quite well that
he was not hurt much. .The blow in the ribs had
simply taken the breath from his body temporarily that was all. But he knew he had a ve1·y
stubborn man to deal with, and while he did not
want to hurt him any more than he had already
done, he meant to make him apolQgize.
"Come, get up," said he. "This is getting rather
tiresome. If you don't think you are whipped
yet I will try and satisfy you. I told you when
you called me a liar that you must take it back.
You are going to do it, too."
"I won't take it back!"
"Well get up, then.''
"1 wilt when I git ready."
"I reckon you'll get up before you get ready,"
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and as he sai d this the boy pource:l upon him
with the quickness of a cat.
He cam1;ht him by the collar of his shirt and
trousers leg at the same time, and with a mighty
effort swung him around and gave him a Pt:S~
that brought him upon his feet. Another <1'11CK
move :tnd the man's body was over his shoulder,
and then Young Wild West straightened to an
upright position and started on a run, carrying
the big- man as easily as though he had been
nothing· more than u l;ack of grain. That was 'i
little too much for Hobson. He no doubt thought
the boy mean to hurl him to the ground and
break his neck or back.
"Hold on!'' he cried. "I'll· apologize. I'm awful sorry I called yer a liar. Let me down,
Young Wild West.''
Wild turned and tl'otted him back to where he
had started from, and then he gave him a whirl
that sent his heels high into the air, and down
came the heavy man 1,.pon his hand~ and knees.
· "It's all right, Hobson," he said. "I knew I
conld make you do it. Now, then, I am ready to
shake hands with you and call it square."
1
'I s'pose I must do it," ,gasped the defeated
man as he got upon his feet by no little effort.
"\Yell don't do it if you are not in the mood."
"Oh, pshaw! I mig.ht as well give in. You're
altogether too much for me, though you're nothin' but a kid, I've always tried ter live a str11ight
life, but my feelin's got ther best of me a little
while ago, ;cause it made me awful mad ter think
that any one would accu e me of carryin' a bottle
of whisky an' a pa.:k of cards in my pockets.
I'm awful sorry it happened."
·wild shook hands with him, satisfied that Hobson really meant what he said. Hop was waiting
to continue his performance for the benefit of
the emi,grants, so when Hobson slunk away and
took his position against a wagon-wheel, he proceeded and gave an. entertainment such as they
had never witnessed before.

CHAPTER VIII.-R3,1 Jack Makes Preparations
Andy Britt was not exactly pleased at the ,vay
He had experienced
things had turned out.
just enough to satisfy him that it would be hopelE;ss to attack the emig-rant train and secure the
booty he was so anxious to get hold of. Young
Wild \Vest and his friends had joined the train
now, and that meant that he and his red allies
would be shot down in short order should they
make the attempt they had planned. After the
Indian who had been thrown from his horse joined them and told what Young Wild West had
said, the white scoundrel nodded to the Brule
chief and said:
"Well, Jack, it seems that we're dished, don't
it?"
"Very bad work," the chief retorted, shaking
his head and scowling fiercely. "We no got
enough braves to fight the emigrants and Young
Wild West. Me have to find some more."
"Doyer think you kin do that, Jack?" asked the
treacherous guide, eagerly.
"If they go that way me find pretty quick,"
and Red Jack pointed to the northeast.
"Well, ther chances are that ther tall galoot
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with Young Wild West knows ther way across
this desert strip, so they'll keep on goin' instead
of turnin' back to !-';O around. We'll watch 'em
an' see which way they go. But how do yer
know you kin find more Injuns?"
"Me find plenty before we get to the Forks."
"All right, then. I hope they'll go on this
way."
They watched the wagons from a safe distance,
and when they saw them finally start off in the
very direction th~y wanted them to go, both Andy
Britt and Red Jack were elated.
"We had better hght out an' git ahead of 'em,"
suggested the rascally guide.
"All right, Andy," Red Jack answered, with
a nod. "We go and find more Brules. But they
have to be promised money, or they no fight
the emigrants and Young Wild West."
"Well, you're goin' ter git half of what we
git, ain't yer?"
"Yes," and the chief shrugged his shoulders.
"But that not enough. You keep one-quarter and
give me the rest, so I can pay the bl'aves I will
find."
"You'll have plenty enough ter pay that with
half of wl1at we git. Don't yer know that Young
Wild West an' his pards must have money with
'em? That will be more than we expected ter
git, anyhow."
"You want to rob the palefaces, and you want
half the money, Andy. That too much," and the
chief acted very much as though he was going to
have it his own way or no way at all.
Britt saw that it would be useless to try and
argue the question with liim, so after a while
he said:
"Well, Jack, it shall be as you say, then. I'll
ta"ke a quarter of what we git, an' you kin have
ther rest. Now, then, come on an' let's find ther
lnjuns as soon as possible,;"
Red Jack was satisfied at this arrangement,
so he spoke to his followe1·s in his own tongue
and they responded with satisfied grunts and
nods. Then they all rode away. Of course,
they could travel a ,great deal faster than the
wa,gon train, and w,hen night came they were
pretty close to the wooded hills our friends saw
when they went into camp at sunset. They kept
on riding until after dark, and then the desert
was left behind . ...__ Not long afte1· they reached
the foothills of the range they came to a running
stream that ran almost parallel with a wagon
trail. This was the trail the emigrants should
have followed instead of taking to the desert, but
the guide had merely sent them that way for
the purpose of getting them lost, as the 1·eader
knows.
Something like twenty miles beyond the spot
whe1·e the Brules and their white ally halted Wat>
a. place that was called the Forks. This was
because the wagon trail branched off and ran
in two directions. One led almost due west toward Salt Lake, which was the destination of the
emigrants, while the other turned and wound to
the suuthwest, toward a ,good-sized mining camp
that was 1ocated there. There was a tradingpost here, and the big log shanty that was
occupied as the store was the only buildin,g there.
Food and drink could be purchased there, foo,
so the trader did quite a business. It was but
natural that a lot of worthless redskins should

hang around this place. They brought in pelts
and blankets and horses that they sometimes stole
to trade away for provisions and. whisky, since
the trader was rather unscrupulous as to his
mode of business, and it made little difference to ~
him where the articles he took in trade came
from, so long as he thought he would get a
good ti tie to them.
Though Andy Britt had set himself up as a
guide, he knew little or nothing of the Forks,
since he had never been that way in his life. But
Red Jack knew all about it, and he was the one
to make the plans for the attack on the emigrant train now. He knew quite well that it
would be easy fo1· him to get a dozen or mOrl."
rascally redskins to join in · the attack if he
could but convince them that they would not be
punished for it. They all knew that it would be
impossible for the emigrant train to overtake
them that night, so they cooked their supper
and settled down to rest until daylight. Red Jack
was one of the first to awaken in the morning,
and though Indian chiefs are usually of a lazy
disposition, he was full of activity just then.
He went about kicking his sleepy followers
until he had them all up and stirring, and then
he turned his attention to Andy Britt, who was
still snoring away on his blanket. It was evident that the villainous chief had no particular
love for the white man, even thou,gh he had entered into partnership with him for the purpose
of enriching himself. He gave, Britt a kick in.
the ribs that caused him to awaken with a cry
of pain.
"You want to sleep all day, Andy?-" Red Jack
asked, a savage grin on his painted face. "What's
the matter with you? We must hurry up and go
on to the Forks."
"That ain't no nice way ter wake up a feller,
Jack," grunted the guide, in an angry tone of
voice. "You could have waked me up without
kickin' me, couldn't you?"
"You get mad, Andy?" the chief asked.
"Well, don't you do it that way a,gain, that's
all. Don't think I'm afraid of yer, even if you
have got a gang of 1·edskins at your back. I'm a
fighter, I am. I ain't afraid of no redskin what
ever lived."
"You a fool, Andy. You get mad. You just
remember that you get plenty money pretty soon.
We have a big fight at the Forks. The emigrants will all die but the white squaws they
have with them, and then everything will be all
ri,ght. Red Jack will take his braves and go one
way, and Andy Britt will take the money he gets
and go the other."
Britt must have realized that it was useless
to show his anger any further, so he gave a nod
and said:
"All right, Jack. But it sar;tinly did make me
a little mad to be woke up that way."
The Brule chief grinned, for be knew he had
the paleface, as he called him, just where he
wanted him. The band was not overstocked with
food, but they managed to scrape up enough to
feed them, and when the meal was over they
mounted their horses and set out ove1· the trail
for the Forks. Red Jack was very anxious to
iget there, so he might collect enough rascally
redskins to make it certain that thev would be
able to wipe out the emigrants, as weil as Young
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Wild West and his partners. While he had
agreed to let Britt take a fourth of the money
that they found after the massacre, · he really
had no intentions of permitting anything of the
sort. Once they had gained the day it would
be easy for him to throw aside the guide, and
if he did not want to sut,.-.,{t quietly, he would
give him the same dose tne emiigrants had received. But it seemed that Britt had no suspicions that anything like this would happen.
He no doubt thought that he had made it possible fol' Red Jack to have the enjoyment of
killing a lot of palefaces and enriching himself
from the plunder he would get. This should
make him feel grateful, since it would never
have been accomplished without Britt's aid. The
guide was thinking all this as they rode along,
and it was not long before he was talking in a
very friendly way with the chief. They rode
along the trail without meeting any one, and
finally the trading-post came in sight at the
Forks. It was then that Red Jack advised a
hal~
"Me take some blankets and go trade for
whisky," he said to Britt. "Then me find some
bad injuns and come back. You stay here wit.h
my braves."
"All right. I reckon you know what you're
<loin', Jack. Go ahead."
The chief selected a couple of the best blankets
they had with them, and soon mounted his horse
and rode away along the trail. As he came to
the tradinig-post he found the trader and his two
assistants, who were 1·ough-looking men, seated
under a tree before the building. There were no
Indians abot1t, but Red Jack did not seem to
mind this.
"Hello, redskin!" said the trader, familiarly,
as the villainous chief dismounted. "What have
ye1· got to-day?"
Red Jack quickly produced the two blankets
which had been rolled up and tied to the back
of his saddle.
"\117ant whisky, I s'pose?"
"Yes."
"All right. Let me see them blankets. If
they're new and ,good I'll give yer a quart."
At any other time Red Jack might have objected by declaring that a quart was not enou,gh
for the blankets, but just now it made little difference. He had long been desirous of making
a raid upon the trading-post, and since he had
gathered together so many rascally redskins, and
hoped to get a few more, it occurred to him that
not only should the emigrnnts be wiped out, but
the trader and his assistants as well. Then t.he
booty he would get would amount to considerable. Be went inside and accepted the quart
of whisky for the blankets. He took several swallows of the fie1·y fluid before coming out, and as
he came outside he asked one of the men sitting
the1·e if there were any Indians around.
"There's about a dozen of 'em hangin' around
somewhe1·e," was the reply he received. "They're
out tryin' ter shoot somethin' that they kin trade
in for tanglefoot."
"Injuns like tanglefoot," and the chief .J?:rinned.
"They seem ter, that's a fact."
As he.Jiad been there many times before, Red
Jack mounted his horse and started off, knowing
pretty well where-he might find some of the red-
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skins. If he met but one of them he would be
satisfied, for it would be easy to send him in
search of the others, and then fetch them to him
later on. It took him fully half an hour before
he came acl'oss any one, and then he found two
dirty-looking Brules who were busy skinning a
deer they had shot a short time before. Red Jack
was known to be a very bad Indian by not only
the whites, but Indians as well, and when the
two saw him comin,g they showed the greatest
respect to him.
It ~-s not long before the villainous chief told
them what he wanted of them, and when they declared that it would not take them more than. I
half a · day to get together as many as twenty I
to join his band, he gave a satisfied nod and 1
informed that that they would be well paid for !
what they did to help him. This was quite
enough to satisfy him, s-0 he rode back to where
he had left Andy Britt and his followers without stopping at the trading-post. Byt the time ,
he got there he had swallowed the last of the
quart of whisky, and he was in what might be
called a jovial mood.
"Everything all right, Andy," he said, as he
slaped the villain on the shoulder, after the
fashion of a white man. "In three, four hours
we have plenty men. We will hide and Jet the
emigrant train go to the Forks. Then all stop
there till to-morrow, of course. Then we go and
make heap much fight and kill all the palefacef.'.
We kill the trader and his men, too, and take
plenty scalps, heap much fire-water and plenty
blankets and grub. Every one say Red Jack very
bad Injun. Me show the palefaces that me very
bad."
"All right, Jack," Britt answered, with a satisfied nod. "Jest let us git a dozen more redskins
who are willin' ter fight an' we'll ha've an easy
job of it. Ther· only thing we've got to do is ter
look out for Young Wild West an' his pards.
Ther rest of 'em won't know how ter shoot, much,
anyhow."
They waited for fully three hours, and then
seven Indians came riding up. Two of them had
quite a quantity of whisky, and, strange to ~ay,
they were generous enough to pass it around to
all hands. A little later five more rode up and
joined the.party. Then a general pow-wow was
held, and every Indian there became imbued with
the idea that it would be easy not only to wipe
out the emigrant train, but to capture the trading-post and get possession of the barrels of
whisky they knew were hidden in the little c:ellar
beneath the 1011: shanty. It certainly looked as
though the emigrants were coming on to certain
destruction, in spite of the fact that they had
Young Wild West and his friends j;.q help them
out.
1

CHAPTER IX.-A t the Forks.
The night passed quietly enough, and neither
the wagon-trn' n nor Young vVild West' and his
friends wei·e <l1stu ~be<l. They were all up early
the next mornin,g-, and as soon as breakfast had
been eaten the train started again toward the
hills that showed in the distance. Many of the
men belonging to the ti ain seemed to think that
t}1e Indians had given up the idea of attack;'1.ll"J
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them, but Young Wild West and his partners
were not of that opinion. They knew the scoundrels would hardly think of quitting after they
had decided upon making the attack. They were
but waiting for a suitable time. Gradually the
l1ills became plainer, and ,vhen noon came. our
hero figured that in four hours more they ought
to be able to leave the desert behind them. It
had been tedious traveling all day, for the oxen
moved so slowly that the progress was anything
but fast.
However, there was no help for it, and our
friends were forced to put up with it. After an
hour's rest at noon the wagon-train got in motion once more, and then slowly but surely the
green hills grew more distant. It was just about
two hours from sunset when they reached the
edige of the desert and struck in over the rough
ground that led over a gentle grade upward. It
was not long before they came to the regular
wagon trail, and then our hero and his partners
were satisfied that they must soon reach a settlement, for indications pointed that way. None of
them had ever passed that way before, but they
had made a study of trails, and finding that if
they kept on the·y would surely get somewhere
close to the habitations of man before night set
in . they proceeded.. They kept a sharp watch
all the time, for they were well satisfied that the
Indians and Andy Britt must have come on
ahead ~, them. Whe.'1 they at length reached the
spot where. the redskins had halted, they dismounted, and after looking the ground over, Wild
norlded to his partners and said:
"Wel1, here is where they halted when they
got this far. I have an idea that it was some
time this morning when they arrived here, for
they co;µld easily travel more than twice as fast
as we hav:e been coming. We may as well sto1J
rig·ht here, because there is plenty of water, and
the horses and cattle need a rest. We might not
have such good accommodations a little further

on."

"That's rig·ht, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie answered, with a nod of hi:, head. "It's a ,good place
here in case ther redskins an' that galoot named
Britt tackles us 1.o-night. We kin pull ther
wa;gons up in a circle right here among these
1·ocks, an' I reckon we kin give 'em all that's comin' to 'em."
John Purely was satisfied when the young dead1:;hot informed him that it would be a good idea
to Btop where they were until the next morning,
so he promutly ,gave orders to that effect. Then
aftel' a little while the wagons were drawn up
in the usual form, and the woman proceeded to
make preparations for an early supper. The
fresh wat~r they found pleased them all greatly,
and good use was made of it, as might be supposed. S•ipper was eaten and darkness came,
and nothing occurred to disturb them. If they
had known that they were so near to the trading-post at the Forks it is more than likely that
Young Wild West and his partners would have
suggested that they hep on until they ,got there.
But they did not, so they settled down to pass
the night.
The usual watch was kept, and nothing occurred to interfere with them, and ·when morning
d awned once moI'e the emigrants were soon ready
to m ove. All ·.his time Jake Hobson had been

very quiet. This was contrary to th usual way
he acted, and many were the comments that
different men belonging to the party made concerning it.
"vVell," said vVild, when one of them was talking about it, "I suppose he feels his humiliation ...,
somewhat. But l can't help that. I ha1·dly think
he bears a g.r udge i1.<>,a,inst me, so it will wear
off. Of course, w don't intend to go all the
way to Salt Lake with you, and after we hav
fought it out with the redskins and Andy Britt
you can go on alone, for there is hardly l\nV
probability that you will be interfered with again.
Certainly not by the~e same men. Then probably Jake Hobson will :..ct differenth,."
"Well, I'm goin' ter ask him afore long if he
does bear a ,g·rudge ag'in yer, Young Wild West,"
the man declared. "He'll tell me, most likely,
'cause I'll ask him in a way that will make
him think I'm jest a little curious about it on my
own account."
It was not long after that that the man got
a cl1ance to talk to Hobson, and aftel' questioning him a little he found that though the defeated emigrant felt a little sore and ashamed
of what had happened, he had no animosity toward either our hero or Hop. He reported this
to Wild, a little later, vnd the boy merely smiled.
Wild cautioned Hop not to make Hobson ang1:y again. The Chinaman lost no time in getting
close to the wa,gon that Hobson was driving. It
was a yoke of oxen the man had, and as Hot)
drew up alongside he nodded and called out:
· "Velly nicee cows, Misler Hobson," at the same
time nodding to the oxen.
The driver looked at him in surprise at first,
but a smile quickly came on his face when he
saw how innocent the Chinaman appeared to be.
"They ain't cows," he said, quickly. "Yer don't
s'pose we wouid pull wagons with a couple of
cows, do yer?"
"Lat allee light," Hop answered, making out
he was not aware that this was not the usual way
of doing it. "Um cows allee samee pullee
wagons and Jen givee milk when night comee."
'Well, they ain't cows. They're oxen, an'
they're mighty slow ones, too, you kin bet. Ain't
yer got sich things as oxen in China:"
"No," and the Chinaman told a lie as :1e
spoke. "We gottee plenty elephants. Ley velly
muche stlong, so be."
"Yes, I reckon they are. But it's mighty funny
that yer ain't got oxen in China. Seems ter me
I've read that you have."
"Gottee plenty cows, so be; givee muchee milk.~
"Well, I guess you have got oxen, but you don't
know ther difference."
The m ore Hop talked with him the more he
felt as though he should play ;,ome sort of a
joke on the man. · He had seen him smoking a
pipe considerably, so he decided to give him a
cigar that WRi;i loaded with powder and see what
would happen. Of course he knew what would
happen, but he did not know just how Hobson
would take it.
"Me gottee two, thlee cigars um Melican man
givee me one time, and 1Tie no smokee yet," the
clever Chinee observed, as he produced three innocent-looking cigars. "You Iikee smokee one.
Misler Hobson?"
"Well, I don't mind," and the driver of the

um
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prairie schooner reached out and selected one ·of
·
the cigars.
"Maybe um ci,gar no goodee," said Hop, shak• ing his head.
"Well, as long as it will smoke I don't care.
It will be a change from a pipe," Hobson de·
clared, with a smile.
For the sake of carrying on the joke, Hop
placed one of the loaded cigars in his own mouth.
He did not care if it exploded or not, since he
would be expecting it. But what he wanted to
see was how Hobson would act when his cigar
exploded. He struck a match and lighted his
own cigar, but kept smoking rather slowly upon
it. Hobson lighted his and puffed away, vigorously. No one had taken any particular notice of
what was going on, so Hop kept on riding close
to the wagon, barely keeping his cigar li,ghted.
When about an inch of Hobson's cigar had burned
away there was a sudden hiss and then a muffled
report sounded, while the air was filled with flying sparks of fire.
"Hip hi! Whattee mattee!" exclaimed Hop, as
the oxen became frightened and started to run
•
away.
Hobson was so sur)?rised that he fell over
,backward, and his feet were kicking in the air.
Two or three men who we-re mounted on horses
nearby came hurriedly to the scene. Then Hop
puffed away at his cigar as hard as he could,
at-the same time acting in a very excited manner.
Cheyenne Charlie saw that somethin.g had happened, so he hurriedly rode back to the wagon.
"What have yer been up ter now, Hop?" he
demanded, sharply.
"Velly funny thling happen, Misler Charlie,"
the clever Chinee declared, still affecting the
"Misler Hobson allee
greatest of innocence:
samee smokee um cigar when pletty soonee um
cigar go bank! Fire comee outtee likee anythling. Velly stlange."
At that moment Hop took his own ci.gar from
his mouth. But he .was just in time, too. for it
exploded and sent a shower of sparks directly
toward the scout.'
"Whatee mattee? Hip! hi!" the Chinaman
yelled, and then he made out that he fell from
his horse, though, of course, he knew exactly
what he was doing and landed upon the ground
without injuring himself a particle.
Those of the emigrants who saw the cigar explode laughed heartily, and it happened that
Jake Hobson had just got back upon the wagonseat in time to see it. He was astounded at
what had happened to him, but when he saw the
Chinaman's ci,gar explode and send him flying
from his horse, it appealed to him as being rather
'humorous, and he laughed heartily.
"I know what's ther matter," he exclaimed.
"Ther Chinee told me he had some cigars that a
man had give him somewhere or other. Ther
feller what give him them cigars had put up a
job on him, an' as ther Chinee didn't smoke 'em
until now ther trick didn't hap.pen afore. He
give me one of 'em an' there must have been
7- a load of powder in it, but he got one, too, so
I. ,.:'pose he's innocent in the-r thing. Blamed
if 1 want another ci,gar fike that, though. I'll
bet ther Chinee will be mighty careful how · he
nccep:s ci<i;:1rs from r,ny one after this."
Hop sat upon the ground, staring about him

blankly. Thinking he was the victim of somebody's joke, Hobson le-aued from the wagon and
ran to him and assisted him to his feet.
"Never mind, Mr. Hop," he said, consolingly.
''It wasn't your fault, of course. I got ther same
dose as you did. But I've seen loaded cigars ,gq
off afore, an' maybe you never did."
The emigrants were already lau:ghing so n..,
one thought anything strange of this. The- scout
thought it such a good joke that he did not give it
away, but rode back to where our friends had
came to a halt when they saw that there was
trouble with a yoke of oxen behin,d them, and
quickly told what had happened. It took some
little time for the incident to be for.gotten by the
emigrants, and if it had not been that they came
in_ sight of the ~1·ading-post at the Forks they
m1ght have contrnued to talk about it longer.
The wagon-train continued on its way until it
arrived at the Forks, and then a halt was calle<l.
There- was no one at the log shanty but the
tradex, just then, and thinking he might do some
business with the travelers, he came out of his
store, smilin.g in a very pleasant mannex. Befol'e
fore our hero or John Purdy, the leade1· of
the- emigrants, had a chance to question the man
as to wl1ere- they were, a savage yell sounded
from the woods close at hand, and then a volley
of rifle shots rang out.
"The redskins are coming!" exclaimed our hero.
"Pull up the wagons in a circle. I reckon there
is going to be a fight."

'
CHAPTER X.-The Fight is Won by Yonn,g
Wild West.
Red Jack had failed to get moxe than a dozen
redskins to join his band, but he was satisfied
that he had quite enough to wipe out the emigrants, as well as Young Wild.. West and his
:friends, and then raid the trading-post. The
rascally chief lost considerable of his caution and
in spite of the protests of Andy Britt, who w~n~ed
him to wait until night, he insisted on attacking
the wagon-train a:s soon as it m·rived at t:1a
Forks. The band of 1~d&kins were hiding a short
distance from the log shanty, for they had se.1t
out one of their number to watch for the a-pproach of the wagons. They had remained in
camp at a safe distance away from the place
the night before, and frequent trips had been
made to the trnder to get whisky. It happened
that just befo_re the wagon-train came in sight.
they had obtarned a fresh supply, and there was
not an Indian in the band who was not pretty
well under the influence of the fiery liquid they
called fire-water, v,hen the chief notified them
that an attack was to be made right away upon
·
the travelers.
They were all re'ldy and willing, for those ,.vho
had Jived in comparative peace with the whites
for a long time now had their blood stirred to
the boilin.g pitch, and they were eager to get the
plunder that had been promised them. Andy
Britt bad to agree to what Red Jack said, so he
was forced to ride at the chief's side when the
dash from the woods was made. The Indians
yelled fiercely, and the- volley they fired went
wild, since none of them seemed to take pains to
aim, but acted as though they were merely l,:yn
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ing to frighten the emigrants so. they would
speedily surrender. But if they did surrender
they did not mean to spare any of the men. They
had been told that the plunder was to be equally
divided among them, and that the women ai:d
girls belonging to the party should be then·
squaws.
As they rode 01.1t into the open ·a nd saw the
emigrants hurriedly drawing the wagons into a
circle so they mi,ght form a bTeastworks and resist the attack, Red Jack and Britt decided that
they had better keep in the rear a little.
"Tell 'em to shoot straight, an' not waste any
shots," the villainous guide said to the chi_ef, ~s
he saw an Indian fire a shot that went lug·h m
the air.
ned Jack who was more than half intoxicated,
quickly took up tlle cry and gave his commands
hurriedly. The distance that lay between them
and the wagon~train was not more than a hun°
dred yards, and as the braves rode forward at a
gallop a volley came fr<?m ~he breastworks ~hat
had been formed by tl11s tune. Three or four
of them ·went down, and two horses were shot
dead. Young Wild West and _his par~ners had
been quick to recover from then· surp1·!se at the
sudden attack, and they were now dorng great
execution.
The majority of them possess_ed. but muzzleloading rifles, so when they fi1;ed 1t took so~e
time to reload. But Young Wild West and his
partners had Wineheste_r rep_eaters, and every
time the_y fired an Indian bit the dust. Our
he!'O had told the girls right at the star_t to
seek refu.ge in the wagons, and though Anetta
would have much liked to have kept up the fight,
she obeyed his instruct!ons. Th~ Indi_ans now
began riding about the rnclosure 11: a cll'cl~, firing at irregular intervals. The firrng continued,
and soon a thick smoke hung over the battleground. There was little air sti1:ring, and when
some of the attackin,g party ceased bothermg
with the brave defenders behind the breastworks,
and rriade a rush at the log shanty of the trader,
they were not long in cleaning out the b1lilding of eveTything that was of value to them.
The fight continued for fully half a~ hour,
though neither Youi:i,g Wil~ West no! his partners did much fightmg durmg that time. They
never pulled a triggei- unless they _saw the form
of a redskin distinctly enough to bnng !um down.
As i1; was, they fired that more than a dozen
had already fallen. The brave sweetheart of
Youn,g Wild West peered from the back of the
covered wagon as there came a lull in the fight.
She thought the battle had already been won,
but a moment later she saw she was mistaken.
While Wild and the rest k11elt and fired over
their breastworks, Arietta saw a redskin ~reepin,g under the wagon. She hurled a water-Jar at
him. It was the only thing she could get hold
of in a huny, but it answe1·ed the purpo_se very
·well for the jar broke as it hit the redskrn upon
the head and sent him bleeaing to the ground.
Before he could ,g et upon his feet the brave girl
whipped out a revolver and shot him. No doubt
the Indian had been spurred on from the w_h1sky
he had imbibed, and felt that he was domg a
daring thing by creeping up under the cover of
the smoke that hung -over the scene. But he.
had failed. How much longer the fight at the

Forks would have cantinued is hard to say, but
suddenly a strong breeze sprang up and the
smoke was quickly wafted away.
"Give it to them, boys!" shouted Young Wil(l
West as he quickly covered one of the neare~.t'
of th~ Indians and fu-ed his Remington.
The redskin dropped from his horse, and then
Charlie and Jim sent two more to the ground.
Bang! bang! went the long-barreled rifles of the
emigrants. Crang ! crang ! crang· ! Y oun,g Wild
·west and liis partners were doing· great work
now, and in less than two minutes there was not
a redskin to be seen that was able to put up a
fight. But the young deadshot had noticed that
two of the attacking party had made for the
woods when he fired the first shot after the
smoke lifted, and bent upon ,getting them, he
called to his partners to follow him and made
for his horse. The three mounted in a hurry,
and then rode out from behind the breastworks
they had formed in such a hurry. Straight to
the woods they dashed, and they were just in time
to see Red Jack and Andy Britt riding away.
"I reckon we may as well drop them, boys,"
said the y.oung deadshot. "There is no use ot
taking them alive. They are deserving· of their
fate."
•
AU three fired, and the result was that the two
horses were quickly made riderless.
"I reckon that will be about all," said the young
deadshot, as he turned his horse and rode slowly
back to the emigrants. "Now, then, we will se,·
if any one has been ki11ed and how many wounded
there are."
The frightened women and children were soon
quieted down, and it was not long· before our
hero had made a thorough investigation. He
found that no one had been killed, and that there
was but one man who had been wounded. This
happened to be Jake Hobson, who had received
a bullet in the shouldeT. But it was not such a
dangerous wound, though it would be several
days before he would be able to do much. It was
too late to think of putting out the blazing log
shanty, and as our friends went to it they found
that the trader had been killed and scalped. His
merchandise was scattered over the ground, and
what money he had possessed had been taken
by the attacking redskins. The dead redskim
·were counted, and Yeung Wild West was satisfied that few, if any of them, had escaped. He
was satisfied with the way it had turned out,
and a little later when two men appeared on the
scene, one of them claiming to be the brother of
the dead trader, he let them take charge.
"I reckon you m:iy as well remain here fo1· a
few hours, Mr. Purdy," he said to the leader of
the emigrants. "While I am satisfied that thel'-"'
are no more Indians you need fear, it will be a
good idea to get a rest before you again set out.
You can find yQur way all right now, and if you
can't perhaps one of these men might undertake
to guide you."
Shortly after noon the emigrants set out a,gain
on their journey and our friends, well satisfied
with the result of the fight at the Forks, left
the scene in search of fresh adventures.
'
0

Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND THE DESPERADO; or, THE
MARK.ED MEN OF THE MOUNTAIN."
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CURRENT NEWS
SALT LAKE CHIMNEYS HIGHER THAN AT
SEA LEVEL
Chimneys and smoke stacks in Salt Lake City
must be built from 10 to 20 per cent. higher than
is necessary at sea level because of the diminished
atmospheric pressure.
TONS OF FISH SMOTHERED UNDER ICE
Tons of fish were smothered in Glenmere Lake,
Orange County, N. Y., last winter by ice which
covered the lake from shore to shoi-e, according
to a i-eport in the Sci en ti fie A rnericcm. The ice
was more than two feet thick, and on this was
a foot or more of snow. When a hole was cut
through the ice thousands of dead fi sh came to
the surface and were carried over the dam. Hundreds of live fish in search of air filled the holes
·
which were cut.
OPEN LANDS TO VETERANS
More than 250,000 acres of public land in six
'W'estern States were ordered thrown open June
14, by the Interio1· Department for homestead entry to ex-service men of the World War. Exact
dates fol· the filing of entries will be announced
by the Land Office in the various States.

The tracts include 8,800 acres in · Fresno County, Cal.; 33,000 acres in Montezuma County, Col.;
64 500 acres in Power County, Idaho; 37,500 acres
iri' Phillips and Fergus Counties, Mont.; 19,590
acres in Teton County, Mont.; 44,000' acres m
Emery, Wayne- and Millard Counties, Utah; 59,000 acres in Carbon and Hot Springs Counties,
Wyo.
DISHW ASHING MAKES THE HANDS
BEAUTIFUL
Mrs. \Vilbur E. Fribley, State chairman of
home economics of the Illinois Federation of
\;I/omen's Clubs, Chicago, says clishwashing beautifies the hands instead of damaging them.
"Never use too strong a soap or chemical in the
water," Mrf'. Fribley advised. "Use mild soap,
and apply a lotion afterward. Dishes can be done
so daintily that it is a pleasure. Soft white hands
will result. I venture to say that the poet who
sang 'I was a lover of ladies' hands that were pale
with the pallor of ivory' was talking of a lady
who wa,::hed dishes. In fact, tradition attributes
his finest verses to his love for a girl who worked
in her mother's cafe."

A BIG CHANGE IN

STORIES''
''MOVING PICTURE
......
Magnificent Art-Work.:...:-<::overs in Sepia - Handsome Sepia
inside illustrations - Twice as many and better pictures
than before - Intimate talks with the greatest picture
•tars - Splendid stories of the very best film plays - And
all sorts of news from the studios

TAKE NOTICE!
If you thought "Moving Picture Stories" was a bright, sparkling little magazine in
the past, you ought to see it now! Improved 100 per cent. in every department. The
big portraits of actresses, the zippy short articles and up-to-date interviews make it
doubly interesting. No room here to tell you all the good things it conta:ns. Just
buy a copy and you will be delighted at all you get for 7 cents.

The Number Out Today Is a Dandy!

- D on 't M"lSS Lt ----FOR SALE BY ALL NEWSDEALERS

.,
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GOING IT ALONE
-Or , -

A BOY WITHOUT A HOME
By DICK ELLISON

(A SERI AL STORY}
CHAPTER' XIV.-{Continued).
Tom was horrified. He had never heard old
;·J oe speak -of such a tragedy in his life. He re1membered seeing the picture of a very pretty girl
•in an old miniature among the miner's effects at
the cabin, but Joe had never spoken of it to him
n or had he asked about it. He was shocked at the
revelation.
"Ye see," continued the miner, "you kain't
Jbl.ltme old Joe. That gal was the idol of his life.
,Kelly was a decent sort of fellow then. He was
going to marry the ga:l. She was a good gal, too,
but Kelly believed that she was going- to jilt him
,and he killed her. It nearly broke the old man's
heart, and since then he and Kelly have been gunning for each other."
"That is awful," sai<;l Tom, w~th . horror. "I
know, however, that he never did 1t: He has
tbeen ill in bed for two days and I have been tak1ing care of him."
The miner looked at him incredulously.
"All the same," he said, "if you are a friend of
Nestor's I advise you...to get back there this moment and see him. There is a gang of Kelly's
friends who are going up there to lynch the old
fellow. That is if Kelly dies, and he is likely to."
Never in hi£; life had Torri Arnold been so deeply stined. He knew well that old Joe had never
.fired the fatal shot.
Some other enemy was guilty of it. That old
Joe might really have sought the life of Kelly
was possible, but the old hermit's cha1·acter as
known by Tom would hardly bear out the assumption that he would shoot his foe in the back
in such a cowardly manner.
He felt like warmly defending his old friend,
but he decided wisely that it was better to say
nothing. He accordingly•waited and kept watch
for a while. · It was impossible to get into the
doctor's office just now.
The knot of miners who were gathei-ed about
the door were dark-browed and surly. They
talked in low tones, and it was easy to see that
they were only waiting for news of the condition
of the wounded man to act.
Suddenly there appeared in the door a couple
of men who were apparently the friends of the
wounded man. They were bareheaded, and as
the crowd w<;,fied to hear the verdict a silence
most oppressive fell upon the scene.
"Boys," called out one of the men in loud voice,
"Jim is gone. Now you know what we ought to
do."
For an instant there was a deep silence. Then
the roar that we-:nt up from the throats of the
lawless crew wa\ hideous to hear. Tom felt a
chill.

l

"Lynch him! Get a rope! Thar's enough of u s
here to avenge Jim."
For a moment Tom hesitated. He wanted to
jump into the midst of the gang and tell them
that it was all a lie a.nd that poor old Joe Nestor.;
had been in bed ill for two days. But he was
t ouched on the arm by the friendlly miner, who
said impressively:
"Say, kid, you are a friend of old Joe's?"
"I am," said Tom, hotly. "I am going to prove
that it is a lie."
"Mind what I say," said the miner. "You will
only get into trouble. It is of no manner of use
to dip into the matter here. They wouldn't believe you and you might get a noose around your
own neck. Git back to old Joe as quick as you kin
and git him out of the way. This will all blow
over in a little while. If you don't do this you
and he, too, will probably be stretching hemp in
half an hour."
Tom ti-embled with indignation, but he realized
that the miner was right. He hesitated only a
moment. Then he gripped the man's hand, saying:
,
"I believe you are right. I thank you for )'t>u1·
kindness."
"That is all right, kid. Have you a broncho ?" -·
"No."
"Take mine, then. Ride back there as fast as
you can. Never mind about thanking ,me now.
Turn the pony loose and he will come back home.
Now git away as quick as you can. They will
start 1·ight off and you must beat them. My
name is Cass \Vhite."
"I thank you, sir." 'said Tom, gratefully. "I
will i-epay you some time."
A few moments later Tom was mounted on the
kindly mine1· 1s pony and was galloping back to
the cabin. He rode like a fiend until he was into
the hills. He was not able to ride all the ·way
to the cabin for the ground was too rough .
But
·eached the cabin door some time later
and bu1 · in. He had obeyed the injunction of
the kindly miner and had turned the pony loose
to go back home to its owner.
When Tom burst into the cabin he was given a
shock. The hermit was sitting in a chair before
the little fireplace built of quartz. He was dead-~ •
ly white.
In an instant Tom saw something that horrified
him.
Death was written on the brow of the old man.
He was breathing still, but his eyes were glassy
and his jaw was dropping. Tom rushed to his
side with grief, and cried:
"Oh, my dear friend! You are worse!"
But the hermit managed to 1·aise his feeble
hand and his eyes faintly lit up. He seemed to
make a great effort, and Tom bent close to catch
the half-whispered words:
"Boy, I am dying. I have papers there in that
bag by the door. Those are for you. No, do not
mourn for me, for I am happy to go. There are
loved ones beyond the grave whom I am anxious _
to meet. Those papers are for you. You are the '
only one on earth at this moment with whom I
have any sort of a tie. I am g-rowing weak."
(Ti> be continued.)
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NEWS FROM EVERYWHERE
ANy ONE MAY LIVE 150 YEARS
TOOTHAC HE MADE HIM EMBEZZL ER
once advanced the theory that a man
Somebody
.
860
of
25,
Evans,
Stanley
'fwo years ago
107th avenue, Woodhaven , Queens, falsified his 1? only as old as he feels, and then came the queshe bebooks of the security firm of Bonbright & Co., 25 tion of bow long should a man live before
Na,;sau street, because he had a toothache and . gins to feel. old . . It's all a. matter of relativity
At
(no connect10n with the Einstein theory).
needed $100 for the dentist. Since then he has
with
embezzled $6,000, the police say he told them the age of ten, we're young in comparison
threewhen he was arrested on a charge of grand lar- our fathe1:s, but we're old alongside our
ceny made by his i,mployers. He bet on races year-old sister. According to the latest scientific information , the man of fifty isn't old. It
with the money, he said, but never won a bet.
Evans was arraigned in the Tombs Court be- fact, he really hasn't reached the prime of life
fore Magistrate Alexa11der Brough, who held him yet. He has ah_e~d of him one hundred years-a
century-? f act1v1ty, and no man with that great
in $2,500 bail for examinatio n. Detectives said
span of l(fe ahead could be said to be old.
that the clerk's method of obtaining the firm's
. Dv. Josiah Oldfield, English scientist, says the
money was to make out vouchers for cash, spend
obold age. of 150 years may be reached by any
was
it
ripe
which
for
object
the
on
this
of
a part
tained and keep back the remainder, entering only o~e who will follow the prescribed formula of
diet. Coarse bread, porradge, buttermilk, vegethe part legitimatel y spent in his books.
tables, butter, cheese and home-brew will do the
work, he says, and adds that maybe the homeTRADERS
TARANTU LA OUSTS
~rew could be left out of the diet without chang~ A crowd of customers was watching the stock
mg the effects greatly. Vitamlnes in the bal'ley
quotations being chalked up on a blackboard in that is _used in old home-brew ed ale are la1·gely
front of the offices of Eisle & King, 9 Clinton responsible for the general good health of the avstreet, Newark, N. J., the other afternoon when
erage Englishma n during .the last 500 years ' Dr•
.
a.n enormous tarantula, said by ordinarily relia- Oldfield believes.
ble citizens to have been fully six inches across,
climbed over the board, poking its long hairy
feelers ahead of it. The crowd fled to the other
side of the street. The man with the chalk beMagazine"
came panicky and backed off a dozen yards. The
tai:antula clearly had the upper hand.
SEMI-MON THLY
10 CENTS A COPY
Then came Dr. James T. Wrightson of 25 WalISSUES
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nut street, who was taking a new bowl home, he
clapped the bowl ovei- the tarantula and in a mo- 127 WBFJN CROOKS CONSPIRE, by HaroJa F · p o d •
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ment held it captive. He _presented it to the
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Newark Museum, where all who never have seen a
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live tarantula may view it any time. How it lW THE
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DEATH PITS OF THE AGES
Preservatio n for scientific investigatio n by biologists of the asphalt beds of Kern County, California, in the belief that "they axe the death
pits of the ages" for birds and animals, is advocated by Dr. William Bebb, curator of the dental museum of Northweste rn University here, following a three months' inspection of the area.
Dr. Bebb found many well-preser ved skulls, he
said, and has brought back to his collection a
skull identified as that of the saber-tooth tiger.
The tooth e:i..-tended about five inches below the
lower jaw.
It was these saber-teeth , intended by nature as
a weapon, that ultimately caused the extinction of
--. the animal, D1·. Bebb said, because, as the teeth
increased in size, eating became difficult and the
species died off.
The asphalt beds were described as a mire for
birds and beasts which, once involved in the sticky
beds, flowidered a.bout and slowly sunk until cov>-

.-ed.
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'rTTr; 'rTMl'l DFJ'l'EC'TIYE , by Frnnk BJ'ght
'l'TTJ11 WFrTRPTIJRTNn-ROOl'vJ.' By 13enlnh p on.t
ONE CLUE llfTSSING, 1,y Cbns. F. Oursle/Yn er-,
The Famous Detective Story Out Today In 136 19

THE DOOM OF THE 'DAMNE D
By JOE BURKE
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
New York Clt
160 West 23,1 l!ltreet,
7

"Moving Picture Stories"
A Weekly llla1razh1e Devoted to Photoplay 8 and Pla:reH

PRICE SEVEN CENTS PER COPY
Each nnmber eont.alns Four Stories of tile Bt•st Fllma
on the Screen -- Elegant Halt-tone tlcene, from the
Plnys - Interest.in&" Articles Abont Prominent People
In tlle Fllms - Doing~ ot Actors nnd Actresses in the
Studio and Leasons In Scenario W rltln,r.

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher , Inc.
166 West 23d St .. New York
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INTER.ESTING R.ADIO NEWS
A TINY SET
Charles Plewinski of Philadelphia ha~ made a
complete radio set to fit inside a peanut shell.
"The shell can l'eceive music and talks at a dis)tance of at least eleven miles," says Chal'les.

WAIVE RADIO MUSIC FEES
That music publishers allow radio stations to
broadcast copyrighted music without paying fees
until broadcasting reaches a commercial stage,
was recommended recently by a committee of the
Music Publishers' Association of the United
,States, of No. 105 West 40th street, New York
City, N. Y..
.
.
.
.
The pubhshel's were asked to waive their strict
,rights partly because radio is regarded as a 'Con)tribution to. the popularizing of music. The
ecominendat1011 has been adopted by the assodation, though none of its members are bound by
[ t.
NEW WA VE LENGTHS
A change in radio broadcasting of great interest to all who are using'radio receiving sets went
into effect on May 15 through an agreement
among operators of twenty radio stations for use
of the new wave lengths made available by the
Department of Commerce. · These new wave
lengths will make it feasible for listeners in the
local area to make a choice of their evening's enteTtaimnen t from a list of half a dozen pro. grams, instead of two pTograms.
' The 11ew ruling of the Department of Commerce
provides three classifications. Class A stations
twill be those using power not in excess of 500
watts. Class B stations will be those using in excess of 500 watts but willing to comply with the
rules drawn, with a view to broadcasting only
high-grade programs. Class C will include those
stations which desire to keep to the old 360 meter
wave lengths.
"DEAD SPOTS" IN RADIO TRANSMISSION
Govemment scientists are trying to determine
1the cause of "dead spots' between a number of
citicidn the United States which fonn an almost
~impenetrable barrier to the direct exchange of
radio messages.
The most pronounced of these appears to be between Washington and Baltimore. To get a message to this point, less than forty miles distant,
Washington senders are using Chicago and other
comparatively remote cities as a l'elay point. The
plea,mres of radio concel'ts are almost completely
lost between the two cities.
Dr. J. H. Wellinger, Chief of the Radio Division of the Bureau of Standards, who is trying
to fathom the mystery, reports that a similar difl'ficulty exists between Pittsburgh and Cleveland,
[Hartford and Boston, and Providence and Boston.
/The most plausible theory now advanced, Dr. Delptnger says, is the existence of a radio activity

in these dead snots which so affects certain layer~
of the atmosphere as to rendel' transmission of
radio waves impossible.
In the case between Washington and Baltimore,
theories advanced in either quarters are that the
dead spot may be caused by the electric railway
line between the cities, by the numerous high tension cables and conduits between them, or by
the topography of the country.
PICK-UP DEVICES.
With the radio audience growing more and
more critical 1-egarding the . rendition of radio
programs, it has been necessary for radio broadcasters to devote no little attention to their microphones or "pick-up" devices. In the eal'ly days
of broadcasting, not so long ago, considerable attention was devoted to the accoustical properties
of the studio, particularly troublesome sound reflections or echo, until this phase of the n·ew art
was finally mastered. However, it has been found that the microphone or "pick-up" device is the
main link between the studio and the radio audience, and no matter how perfect the studio may
be and no matter how flawless may be the music
at the studio end, the microphone or "pick-up"
stands in the way. The usual carbon microphone
is fal' from an ideal "pick-up" device. It misses
many notes because its diaphragm, having a
natural period or tone of its own, cannot be expected to vibrate over the wide range of frequencies enrountered in a musical program.
Furthermore, its mechanism is somewhat "heavy"
and represents considerable inertia to rapid ascTIlations. The question of natural period also applies to the condenser "pick-up" device, in which
the vibration of a diaphragm causes a change in
the capacity of the modulating circuit in accordance with the sound values. The General Electric
engineers have been experimenting with the pallophoto-phone device, which is also employed for
recording sounds on a motion picture jj.lm by --,
means of a photographic record. In the case of
l'adio broadcasting, the pallo-photo-phone adaptation consists of a very sensitive diaphragm attached to a tiny mirror, which projects a beam of
light on to a photo-electric or "light sensitive"
cell. The cell, of course, forms part of the modulator equipment which, in turn, controls the transmitter. It so happens that the pallo-photo-phone
diaphragm and mirror are so light and sensitive
that they will pick up sounds which would be lost
when using the lieavier diaphragm and cumbersome mechanism of the usual microphone. Recently the Westinghouse broadcasters have been
experimenting with the glow discharge pick-up
device of Dr. Phillip Thomas of the Westinghouse
research laboratory. In this "pick-up" device a
high voltage glow discharge takes place continuously between an upper electrode and a lower
electrode, the spark of the discharge being exposted to the sound waves. This ingenious device has no natural period and reproduces tones
running from a frequency of 60 to 6,000 with ab-
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solute truthfulness. Any one listening to KDKA
during tests of the glow discharge transmitter,
will immediately note the marked quality of the
itted music.
ELECTRONS FROM HOT FILAMENTS
When metals are heated in high vacuum electrons or atoms of negative electricity, evaporate
from 'their surfaces. If there is another electrode
in the evacuated space to which a positive charge
is given the electrons drift over to this electrode
(anode) so that a current flows between the two
electrodes. The electron emissions from a large
number of different materials have recently been
measured, according to Elec_ttrical Wo-rld. The
thoriated tungsten cathode gives a current at a
temperatm·e of 1,600 degrees absolute, which is
about 130,000 times greater than that secured
from ordinary tungsten. Som~ (?f the cathode
material:; have even greater em1ss10ns. In order
to get all the current that a cathode is capable
of giving it is necessary to apply to the anode a
high voltage to overcome what is k own as the
space char&e effect. By putting .gases inside the
tubes positive 10ns are formed m the spece be~ een the electrodes by bombardment, and these
neutralie the negative space charge and allow the
current from the cathode to pass across the space
with much lower anode voltages. The effect of
gases, therefore, is to increase the ~urrent--carrying capacity of the two. The thoria~d. tungsten
filament is a tungstan filament contammg 1 per
cent. or 2 per cent. of thorium, usuaJiy in the
form pf an oxide. When such a filame·nt is
heated to about 3,500 deg1·ees Centigrade, a little
of the thorium oxide is changed into metallic
thorium. In the meantime, however, any thorium
on the surface of the filament evaporates, leaving
only pure tungsten. If the filament is then lowered to about 1,800 deg1·ees, the thorium gradually wanders or diffuses th1'0ugh the filament,
and when it reaches the surface, if the vacuum
is quite perfect, remains there and graduallly
forms a layer of thorium atoms which never exceeds a single atom in thickness. The thickness
of this film is therefore about one one-hundred' · lionth of an inch, and yet this film increases
the electron emission of the filament about 130,000 times.

RANGE
When consideration is given to the distance a
transmitting station will radiate signals or to
the operating radius of a receiving set, it Is important to make a distinction between the reliable range and thev ariable or occasional range,
says the Brooklyn Eagle. It is necessary, therefore, when specifying the range of either transmitting or receiving sets to use the reliable
range over which the set will operate under normal conditions, rather than the occasional range,
which under particularly advantageous condi. ns have provided distances of transmission or
eption many times in excess of the average
distance which has been conservatively estimated.
The range of a receiving set tlepends in a
large measure upon local conditions, whether it
is located in open country with but few inter-
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posing obstacles to absorb the radio waves, or
whether it is surrounded by lofty buildings constructed on frameworks of steel.
The single, well constructed receiver employing
a crystal detector and using a single wire antenna approximately 100 feet in length, elevated
at least 80 feet above the ground, has a daytime
range of about 25 miles, while at night s~gnals
from much greater distances are easily received.
The crystal detector does not possess the amplifying properties of the vacuum tube and consequently does not :;upply an equal intensity of
signal.
If the crystal detector is replaced by the
vacuum tube detector, the reliable operating radius of the set is increased to approximately 75
miles, and there is considerable improvement in
the receiving qualities due to the sensitive properties and amplifying action of the tube which
secures louder music or speech.
A simple regenerative receiver or the "tickler
coil" or "tuned plate" type using an outdoor antenna will cover a distance of approximately 100
miles. The increased range obtained by regeneration is due to the fact that a circuit of this
type is practically the equivalent of a simple
non-regenerative circuit to which has been added
one stage of radio frequency amplification.
When it is desired to receive the signals from
·a distance of 200 miles or more it is necessary
to employ two stages of audio frequency amplification. Signals having sufficient energy to
actuate the detector are thus rendered audible
by amplification, whereas without this form of
magnification they would either be inaudible or
barely heard. One stage of audio frequency amplification builds up the strength of the sound,
from four to five times their normal intensity.
The addition of the second stage amplifies the
magnified sounds of the first stage four or five
times more, thus producing rnunds which have
a resultant intensity of 15 to 25 times their normal strength. It is not advisable to add more
than two stages of audio frequency amplification
due to the fact that interfering sounds due to
current variations or tube noises are amplified to
such an extent as to prevent satisfactory si,j/;Ilal
reception.
The addition of two or three stages of radio
frequency amplification inserted between the a11tenna and the detector provides a means of building up the strength of the feeble impulses, from
a distant transmitting station, at the originnl
frequency with which they were radiated th1·ough
the ether. The minute amounts of energy a1·e
therefore increased to a streng-th sufficient to
actuate the detector. An average operati11g 1·adius of several hundred miles is available by
this arrangement, which also permits the use of
a loop antenna with its directional and interference-reducing P.roperties.
It must be distinctly understood that the average ranges herein stated are based upon simple
standard tyes of equipment operating under normal conditions and do not include the exceptional
distances covered in many cases by special and
unusual circuits performing under particularly
advantageous conditions, as for example r-ingle
tube receivers, which have clearly received broadcasted si,gnals over distance of appr')Jrimately,
1,000 miles.
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ITEMS OF iNTEREST

minating gas has been comparatively high, as
suicides rates go. Recently a British engineer,
after three years of research, developed an illuminating gas that is utterly harmless. When
substituted in the gas mains of an English toW•\• it was found that no ill effects were suffered by
persons who purposely or accidentally inhaled the
new illuminant, while its heating and lighting
properties were not impaired. The inventor declares his new ga& less costly than the old poisonous variety and its general adoption through
Great Britain is expected.
Death by gas, has been the most common means
of suicide in England. The next most popular
was liquid poisons, but government regulations
have become more and more strict, so that it is
difficult for the would-be suicide to buy poisons.
One of the Government laws requires that poisons be put up in distinctive colors so as to preclutle, in so far as is possible, the danger of them
being taken by mistake.
Carbon monoxide is responsible for the many
deaths from illuminating gas. In tl.!..e newly dev:eloped i11untlnating gas carbon monoxide is present in a negligible quantity.

··- ..
-·-LAUGHS

FLEAS DISPERSED WORKMEN
Fleas, millions of them, are holding up the ininstallation of a heating plant in th.e subcellars ·
of the Hospital of St. Louis, Paris. The plague
appeared about a month ago when, after working
Mother-Ethel, are you saving anything for a
for a half an hour under the ground, a score of rainy day? Ethel-Yes, mother. I never wear
arms
and
faces
their
laborers came out with
my silk stockings around the house.
bleeding. Acetylene lamps and sudphur torches
municthe
and
invaders
the
failed to exterminate
Small Elsie was standing at the window when
ipal laborators have been called in to provide a it began to hail. "Oh, come and look, mamma,"
go
to
solution. Meanwhile, the laborers refuse
she exclaimed. "It's wainin' pills."
down into the infested cellars, declariilig that not
only is their personal safety involved but they
"Is he swayed by his prejudices?" "I should
are. unwilling to risk carrying the insects to their
say so. Anyhow, he's the sort of a man who
homes.
cheers when 1.he ball hits the umpire on the shin."
WHAT BECOMES OF PINS?
Boy-I want another box of pills like I got for
It has been stated on what is supposed to be
good authority that the world's total output of mother yesterday. Druggist--Did your mother
pins is at the rate of 200,000,000 a day. If so, say they were good? Boy-No; but they just fit
it may seem surprising that the world isn't becom- my air-gun.
ing carpeted with pins. We know how easily they
"Goodness, John," said a woman to her husare lost--where do they go to? Most of them
decay into nothingness, for actually the pin is not band, "your -suit looks as if you had been sleep-""
such a time defying article as it seems. Every ing in it!" "Well," replied John, "why not? Isn't
pin dropped in a damp place soon turns into a few that the suit I wear at church?"
g-rains of rust. With new pins turned out by
machinery in such immense numbers our grand"Now, Albert," said the Sunday-school teacher,
mothers' maxims a)clout picking up pins are for- "can you tell me who Moses was?" "Yes, ma'am"
gotten, but in the fourteenth century, when pins replied the little fellow. "He was the only mr:n
were first introduci~d, tluey were valuable articles who ever broke all the ten - commandments at
not to be lightly lost recalls Evetryday Science. once."
An old law permitted the sale of pins on only
two days in the year, the first and second of Jan"Mother, didn't you say that some one would
uary. It was then the custom of all the womanmy new doll got broke?" "Yes, I
folk to buy their pins for the following 12 months. get spanked if would
you mind spanking dolly
"Then
did."
hus·
their
to
went
'
they
·customary
As is still
'! The naughty thing has
mamma
severely,
most
hence
and
wherewithal,
the
for
bands or fathers
arm!"
her
broken
just
the term "pin money."
SUICIDELESS GAS
A favorite means of suicide will be destroyed
if the invention of a British engineer is universally adopted. For a number of years the
death rate from suicide by suffocation from illu-

Old Lady (irritably)-Here, boy, I've been,-.
waiting some time to be waited on. Druggist's
Boy-Yes, ma'am. What can I do for you? Old
Lady-I want a 2-cent stamp. Druggist's BoyYes, ma'am. Will you have it licked or unlicked?
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
on his expedition to Canada one of his bateaus
GIRL BITES DETECTIVE
Miss Dorothy Terry, who gave as her address ' --capsized near Getchell's and several thousand dol208 West Seventy-eigth street, New Yorl<, bit lars' wOTth of gold was lost. The following spring
Miss Saddie Vreeland on the arm after she had three of the Getchell boys went down and ,salvaged
been accused of stealing a two-piece silk bathing the gold and with it built this house.
The house is a big square building with an
suit valued at $25 from B. Altman's store in Fifth
avenue, where Miss Vreeland is a store detective. el attached in back. An ancient flagstone walk
After biting Miss Vreeland she broke away and leads to the massive front door w1th a big brass
ran to Thirty-fifth street, where she boarded a knocker. iJ:nside the scheme of decoration and furFifth avenue bus. She was pursued by Miss Vree- nishing is just as it was many years ago. Quaint
land, at whose request Detective John O'Brien of furniture, ancient candlesticks and a big brass
the East Thirty-fifth street station, who was on warming pan are of interest. The big doors were
the bus, arrested Miss Teny. The rrisoner was fashioned by hand and swup.g on LH hinges that
sent to the station house, .charged with petty lar- the superstitious people of Jong ago put on. The
ceny and felonious assault.
LH stood then for "Lord Help Us and Keep
Witches Away." The beams of the building are
PLATFORM HIDES TREASURE
hewn and ,o f huge proportion. The boards in
More than $300 in silver, dimes, quarters and man;T instances are two and three feet wide.
halves, with pennies and nickels, was dug up by
Upstairs them is a wonderful old bed made
workmen getting ready for the opening of No-- more than 200 years ago. The four posts are
-r~mbega Park, Boston. The silver mine was dis- carved · from walnut while overhead an arched
('"overed when the men about to build a new plat- canopy of white linen is arranged.
form in front of the ticket offJce took up the old
Hundrels of a'utoists pass this little village
planks and got their first glimpse of the shining every day during the summer months but only
silver. Also among the treasure were seven hat- a few of them realize the beauty and historical
pins, two vanity cases, a lady's gold buckle gar- interest that are in that little plot of land less
ter and six jewelled pins.
than a mile square.
General Manager Hanson of Norumbega explains the discovery by the fact that the plat- REINDEER DRIVERS EXCELL WITH LASSO
form had not been renewed for many years. DurMore skillful even than the cowboys of the West
ing that time hundred s of thousands of people in the use of the lasso are the Eskimos of Alashad pUI'chased tickets there, anq in their hurry ka, according to Capt. Joseph Bernard, Al'ctic exdropped the coins, which fell between the cracks plorer, in an address at Loyola College, Monin the platform.
treal, June 2. Captain Bernard expressed admitThe Norumbega management allowed the men ration for the way the Eskimos, time and again,
to keep the money, but the jewehy may be could pick out a 1·eindeer in the middle of a closeclaimed at the park by those who can identify the ly packed herd and send the noose over its antlern
without touching any of the surrounding anisame.
mals.
THE BEETLE GLUTTON
The Captain declared there is little democracy'
One of the most useful importations is an ac- among the primitive Eskimos, especially those i11
tive green beetle--a tiger in the moth world. He Siberia. There, he said, a man may have a1
i,S?"a special enemy of the gypsy moth, another many wives as he can support. His wives form
unwelcome foreigner which has created such an index to the amount of his possessions.
havoc from time to time in the farmer's fields.
Fine, tasty deer meat could be had in part of
For his size the beetle mentioned is a terrible the North fo1· $7 for 16!) pounds, or a little over
creature. Beside him the pig is a beast of most 4 cents a pound.
delicate appetite. The green beetle would deAs there is practically no tree growth there
vour ten times his weight in gypsy moth cate1·- the natives make their sleighs largely from drift- \
pillars in a single day and be ready to repeat wood, which they lash together.
'
that perfo1·mance on the morrow.
The explorer remarked on the vast difference
His two seasons of active life are a wild orgy which he found existed between the natives of
of slaying and feastin,g. His span of life in- North Siberia and those of Alaska. Twenty
cludes two summers of adult existence, Tepreyears ago, he said, they were the same, but now
senting less than five months of activity alto- the Alaskans a1·e prosperous, intelligent, honest,
gE-ther; but during that time he will normally de- and easy to trade with, while the Eskimo subjects
vour nearly 650 gypsy moth caterpillars or pupae of Russia, over the straits, are degenerate and
as Luge as himself. A single pair of beetles have wholly untrustworthy.
J.cen ob!:crved to eat 2,000 caterpillars within
The Alaskan Eskimos have churches and
'L"ht weeks, gluttony almost beyond belief.
schools; they can read and write, and are on a
general equality with the class of whites in that
· district.
OLD MAINE HOMESTEAD
The whole difference the speaker ascribed to
At Getchell's Corner, half way between Waterville and Augusta, stands the old Getchell home- the different policies of the American and the
Russian Governments. The former believes '\ll
stead, built more than 158 years ago.
W:hen Benedict Arnold caine up the Kennebec education while the other simply neglects it.
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COMP ARE YOUR LIFE TO A TREE'S LIFE
Human beings cannot compete with trees in
the matter of longevity, but human beings are
mo1·e fortunate than trees up to ce1'tain ages,
according to mortality tables. A forest at maturity contains about 5 per cent. of all the trees
that have started life there. The pei·centage of
persons living from ten to fifty is much greater
than in the case of trees. About 95 per cent. of
trees die before they are eighty years old, while
only 87 per cent. of persons will die before reaching that age.
But when it comes to trees 100 years of ag·e and
over, it is necessary to go back to Biblical history to find human beings who compare with
them in length of years. Methuselah and Noah
were far ahead of the majority of common trees
as centenarians, but no man or no nation has
lived as long as have the sequoia trees. The
sequoia attains an age of aboue 4,000 yea"ts, .
A spruce tree in a forest requires about 4 square
feet of space; at 40 years, 34 square feet; at 60
years 70, and at 100 years, 150 square feet. Pine
trees are said to demand at least 15 per cent.
more light space than spruce and nearly 40 per
cent. more than 'fir trees.
In some natural pine forests, where the trees
gl'Ow very close together, statistics show that
more than 4,000 trees per acre die between the
ag·es of ten and eighty, and that only 300 out of
the remainder die between the ages of ei·g·hty and
100. With some this natural dying proceeds faster
than with others. With pine, birch, aspen and all
species which demand a gTeat deal of light, the
death rate is enormous. The spruce, beech, fir
and, generally speaking, all species which are
satisfied with less light are not affected so seriously.
NATIVES
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PAPUA \VEAR SCANT
CLOTHING
Papua, better known as New Guinea, is no
place for a manufacturer of woman's waists, nor
for a shirtmaker, a haberdasher, nor a hatter.
Any one of them would. go into bankruptcy in
less than no time.
For an interesting reform which is now enforced in Papua is that the natives must not wear
clothes above the belt line and there are about 200
natives to every white in a territory 92,000
square miles in extent.
This rather primitive dl'ess regulation was laid
down recently to conserve the Papuans' health,
according to J. H. P. Murray, who is a brother
of Prof. Gelbert Murray, Lieutenant Governor of
Papua, and he has been in New Guinea for seventeen years.
"'vVe do not permit men or women to wear
ch,thing on the upper part of the body," said
M!. Murray to a reporter. "A man at work may
wear trousers and, if he pleases, boots or shoes.
A woman wears a petticoat and, sometimes, a
frock. We enforced this rule after careful investig·ation and it is heartily approved by all the
;,inissionaries in the island, of whatever creed. It

u sed to be the other way; the m1ss1onaries inslst~d . that the native women and men clothe
themselves, but expei-ience has shown that to the.
native in that climate any superfluous clothing is
harmful, even dangel'Ous.
"The population of Papua, which was decreasing, is now rising," added Mr. Murray. "But there.
are only 275,000 natives and 1,200 to 1,300 whites
in all the great island. One thing we did was to
off~r a bonus for na~ive babies. The Papuans
obJected to large families, two children was the
limit. Women with more were regarded with contempt. Now, if a woman has four living children
her husband's tax is remitted and she receives a,r;
annual bonus of $1.25 with 25 cents more for
each additional child. The idea is to make the
mother of a large family a person of importance."
EARTHQUAKES l'vlAY BE LOCATED
Earthquakes have tong been classified as 'a
thing of mystery and a study forever. The chief
trouble lies in the• fact that earthquakes don't
operate on schedule. Day after day and week
after week, even month after month, the geologists and other scientists visit the scene of the
proposed. earthquake, but in vain. The earth
doesn't quak~. Then, aftei- they have given up
hope and fail to appear on the observation job,
along comes the quake, and finds them unprepared.
Scientists refuse to be thwarted again. They
are preparing a quake all their own-one that
will operate on schedule and that will furnish
them with enough data, they hope, to enable
them to calculate the speed of earth tremors and
so locate the origin.
Twenty tons of hign explosives are to be
planted in a deserted mine one mile under the
earth's surface. Delicate ·instruments are now
being made and these will be placed at various
distances from the scene of action. When all is
in readiness, the hight explosives will be discharg·ed and the results noted.
Calculations based upon seismographic records
are only approximate because the speed of the
earth waves, corresponding to the wave lengths
in radio, cannot be determined. The speed will
be noted in the man-made quake, and it is hoped
that sufficient data will be obtained to enable
scientists to tell the exact location of a quake by
the speed of the earth waves.
There are three lines of force emanating from
a quake-two passing through the earth and one
wave tremor that travels along the surface.
Still another result may be obtained. Some
idea of the construction of the earth's interior
may be gained by the experiment. There has
been considerable discussion in the world of sc'tence on the composition of the interior of the
earth.
One theory is that rock formation
abounds and another is that a molten yet composite mass exists. Scientists hope that their
earthquake may shed some light upon the sub,.
ject.

TROUT FIGHTS
FOR LIFE 35
MINUTES
A fishing record f01· New York
w'iters was made
the other day
when a nineteenpound brown
trout was captti1·ed in Loon
Lake, near Malone, N. Y., by A.
E. Paye.
The
great fish gave
its captor a long
and wearing
struggle before it
surrendered
its
life.
l\ir. Paye, one
of the County
Supervi sors, was
~ing in . company with E. R.
Haves of Loon
Lake, usin~ an
Arr hie
spmner
and minnow with
a steel rod. When
the fish struck it
was realized that
a large catch was
hooked but the
shermen thought
it was a "laker,"
•hich sometimes
reaches large size
in these waters.
They were therefore g1·eatly surprised when it
proved to be a
brown trout.
From the moment of the strike
a battle was on.
Again and again
hi
repeated
rushe~ the big
fish ran out Mr.
Pave's reels until· nearly
the
whole of his line
was in water, and
at
times
the
tackle ·was under
pei-ilous
sh-ain.
The struggle lasted
thirty-five
minutes
before
-~ fish, in exJrn nstion, gave up.
Mr. Paye has entered his p1·ize in
a contest for a
reel offe1ed by a
Malone firm.
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By R.C. Templeton
O you want to advance in Business? In AdverD
tising? In Salesmanship? Many of the country's foremost Sales and Advertising Managers,

than
courage. It is the warm and beautiful
flame which lights the fires of ambition in
every man's soul and burns a forward path
through every difficulty.
It is easy to be courageous when the odds are in
your favor. But the greater hero is the man who
smiles a brave smile when days are darkest and
keeps on fighting toward the ultimate goal-"to the
last a warrior unafraid."
As Grantland Rice so beautifully expresses it:HERE IS NO FINER THING IN THE WORLD

"God grant that in the strife and stress
Which all must face who linger here-Upon the Field of Hopelessness
Or with the laurel swinging near,
Upon the world's red firing line
.
The battle of the strong and weak.The late of all the Fates be mineI will not show the Yellow Streak.
If Fortune play me false or fairIf, from the shadowlands I creep
Up to the heights and linger there,
Or topple d.ownward to the deepOn up the rugged path of fame.
Where one man falls-another mounts;
God grant that I play out the game,
For there is nothing else that counts."

As the old cowboy saying goes-"Life ain't in
holdin' a good hand, but in playin' a poor hand well."
What if you did have to leave school when you
were but a boy I What if you have been working
for years at a small salary with little or no chance
for advancement! Do you think that makes any
difference to a real fighter?
What you have done with your time up to now
accounts for what you are Today.
What you do with your time from now on will
decide what you will be Tomorrow.
Your hands can't earn the money you need. But
your head can-,and will!-if you give it the chance.
No matter what your age-your education-or
your means,you can get out of the rut and make,good
pi a bii: way if you grit your teeth and 5ay "I will."

Chief Clerks, Accountants, Office Managers, Bookkeepers, and Private Secretaries have won success
with the help of the International Correspondence
Schools. More students have been enrolled in the
I. C. S. Business Courses than in any other business
courses in the country.
Would you like to be a first-class Draftsman,
Mechanical, Electrical, Civil or Steam Engineer? A
Chemist? An Architect? A Building Contractor?
An Automobile Expert? Thousands of men have
climbed into big jobs in the technical professions
through I. C. S. help.
The I. C. S. is the biggest and oldest correspondence school in the world. For thirty-one yeai-s, it
has been helping men out of routine drudgery into
work they like-helping them to win advancement,_
to have happy, prosperous homes, to know the joy
of getting ahead in business and in life.
How much longer are you going to wait before
taking the step that is bound to bring you more
money? Isn't it better to start now than to wait five
years and then realize what the delay has cost you?
One hour after supper each night spent with the
I. C. S. in the quiet of your own home will prepare
you for the position you want.
Here is all we ask: Without cost, without obligating your~elf in any way, mark and mail this coupon.
It takes only a moment of your time, but it is the
most important thing you can do today. Right now
is the time to say "I will."
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- - - - - TEAR OUT HERE - - - -:-- - - INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONOENCE SCHOOLS
Box 4489-B, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation, please tell me bow I coo quallry !or

the position or in the subject bofor~ which I have marked ao X:

BUSINESS TRAINING DEPARTMENT
Businus Management
~ Salesmu.nshlD
Advertlsltt!r
Personnel Organization
Better Letters
.._
'frafflc Management
Foreign Trade
nuslneH Law
§Stenography and Typina
0Bw.nk1ng and .Banklng Law
Budnesa .Engllsh
Aceountancy (inclu<l.ingC.P.A.)
Civil Sorvlce
Nicholson Ccst Accounting
Railway Mall Clerk
Bookkoeplne
cammou School 8ubjeots
Private Secretary
Hlch School Buhieo:tg
Business Boanlllh
O trrench
IUustrn.ttng
O Ca:rtoon1nU"
TECHNICAL AND INOUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT
Electrical Engi neorlng
Architect
Electric Lighting
Blue Prlnt Reading

§

Industrial Manaeement

B

•

§

8

8

I

Mechanic.al Englneol'
Metbantcnl D~d.ft&man.
l{achine Shop Practice
UniJroa\1 l"ositlona
GM En~lne Operating
CtvH .Engineer
Surve:ytni:- and Mapvtni:
•
M~ta.lhrrgy
D Minio'°
Steam EnetneMi.ng
Badlo
O Alrplano Ellltines

IContractor
and BUiWer
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder

Structural Enelnce.r

Plumbing and Heating

Chemistry D Pharmacy

Automobile Work
Navlgatlon
Agriculture and Poultry
Mlltllom•tlca

Name ..................................................................................................~
Street
1--tow23
, ,Address •... ,, ....nuu.--, .......... .,, ......, ............... _,_ ....Ut ..... u-•• .......... :·.............. (a
Cit:,....................... ............................ .State........................................... r

Occupatlon ................................... ..... .................................................. Person, residino 4n Canada- a11.otad Hmi tM.I ooui,on to the lflter~
1101101 Oorreopot11Zonc• 8cMol8 Oanqdian, Limited, Monlreal, Ganoaa.,

FINGER
PRINT

OUTFIT

To those who enroll right now I wllJ give this complete Finger Print Outlit absolutely free. It ts
a regular expert's working outflt---the same kind that I use myself-the same kind that you will use
when you are ready to accept a position as a Finger Print Expert. This otter Is for a limited time only,
eo you must hurry l! you want to take advantage of It. Send in the coupon today for full Information.

Be a Finger Print Expert
Learn at Home-30 Minutes a Day
Only thirty minutes a day for a short time. 'rhat ;s all that ls necessary. I am a Finger Print Expert
and J know juet what ls required. I give you just the kind of training that prepares you to be a Finger
Print Expert-that assures you of a position just as soon as you have finished my course. The Finger
Print Expert Is always in demand. You need not give up your present occupation while studying this
fascinating profession. Get Into this big paying profession right now.

More Men Needed Right Now
~.

The professional Finger Print Expert 1s always in
demand. I have so many positions waiting to be
filled right now tba t I am guaranteeing to place
every man as soon as be finishes my course and I
am backing up this remarkable offer wlth a $1000
bank guarantee deposited with the Pbilllps State
Bank of Cblcngo. Let me make you a Finger Print
Expert and start you In a big paying position.

Send co..,pon Today
The big opportunity you have bcm waiting for
Is here. Remember J·ou have a position waiting for
you as soon as yoa bnve fiulsbed this course. Also
to every student that I accept now 1 will give absolutely free a complete Finger Prlot Outfit as lllus•
tratcd above.
Besides a valuable course for Secret Service Intelligence is also ~iven free to all my students. This
Informs tion Itself is worth many times the cost of
the complete course. Send coupon today and learn
all about lt.

U. S. School of Finger Prints
7003 N. ClarB St., Room 10-95, Chicago, Ill.

I Guarantee
You a
Position
~" soon as you have finished this
Write today for full information.

course.

j;;~c-;;~;-F~;;-;;IN;;,-;::;~;-I

'7003 N. Clark St., Chicallo, Ill.
Without any obligations what~oever please send
me full Information about your "<lnnranteed Posltlon Offer-Free Fiogn- Print Ontfit." Also tell
me bow I can become a Finger Print Expert.
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Outwitting the Outlaws; or, Dandy Dicks De•
tlance.
Pursuing the Pawnees; or, Arletta and the Red·
skin Princess.
and "Cunning Chip"; or, The Gold Gang of
the Gulcl1.
and the Border Crooks; or, Arlette and the
Smnggler Que,>n.
FightlnJ! the Fire Fiends; or, Saving a Herd
of C'a~le.
d
Death Draw; l)r. Arletta Dnnlng the Despera neA.
no/I the Sllent Scout; or, The Sign That Saved
tlle Rett!Pment.
Staking a Tenderfoot: or, Arletta and the Grlzzlv Bear.
Uln
Roping tbe "Ghost Dancers"; or, Spo
g an
Indian Outbreak.
Capturing a Clalltl: or. Arietta and the Gold
Pocket.
and the Deodwood Deedshot; or, The Man Who
Wns Hard to BPat.
Rf'~cuing a Ranchman; or, Arletta and the
Renegade Cowboys.
BPtreyed by a Greaser; or, Scaled in an Aztec
Tomb.
sale by all newsdealer•, • lr will be sent to an,
on receipt of price, 7• Pin' COPY, Ill monei, e•
ltamp •, by
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publl1her, lac.,

186 w~,t 23<1 Street.

New York Cit:,

HOW TO .
SCENARIOS WRITE
THEM
P rlee SIS <Jent• Per <Jo I>Y
'l'hls book contains all the most recent chenires in the
method of coustructlon and aubmls11on of scenarios.
Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of scenario writ•
ing. For sale by all Newsdealers end Bootetores.
It you cannot procure a copy, send us tbe pricei
S:S cents, lo money or pr>stage 8tampe, and we w11
mall yo u one, postage free. Addreu
L . SENARENS, no Sevent.11 Ave., New York, N. Y.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructi ve and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject
No. 1: NAPOLEON'S ORA(JULUl\l AND DJtEAlll

Contaloing the great oracle of bumun destins ;
also the true meaning of almost any kind of drealll'I!,
together wltl.l. charms, ceremonies and curious games of
cards.
No. ll. HOW TO ))0 TRICKS. - The great h"ok of
magic anll cartl tricks, containing full Instruction s on
ell leading cud tricks of the day, also tbe most popular
magical lllusiona es performed by our leading . maglci11ns; every boy should obtain a copy of this book.
No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT. The arts eurl wile• of
flirtation are fu lily explained by thls little book. Besides the various metboda of handkerchief, fan. glove,
parasol, wlndif and bat flirtation, it contains a full !lat
of the langua e end sentiment of flowers.
No. 5. HO
'.l'O l\lAKE LOVE.-A complete guldP to
love. courtship and marriage, glving sensible advice,
rules sud etiquette to be observed, with many curio,1s
end Interesting things not generally known.
No. 1. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomeiy illus•
trated and conteinlng full instructions for the management and training of the canary, mocklngbjrd, bobolink
blackbird, paroquet, parrot. etc.
·
•
No. 10.-HOW TO BOX.-Tbe art of self-defense made
easy. Contalnlup; over thirty lllustratlons of guards,
blows iind the dl~erent positions of a good hoxt>r. lllver.v
boy should obta,n one of these useful and instl'uctive
books, as It wlll teach you how to box without au In•
structor.
No. n. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A most
complete little book, containing fuIJ dire<•ti"ns for writIng love-letters, and wben to use them, giving specim~I!
letters for young and old.

-BOOK. -

No. ll!.-HOW TO DO IT; Or, BOOK OF F.Tf.
QUET1"E.-lt is a great life secret, and one that every

young man desires to know about.
In it.

'l'herc's hnpplness
'
No. 14. now TO MAKE CANDY.-A C'0111plet~ hanilbook for making all kinds of candy, Ice-cream, syrups,
CSSPOC~S. etc.
0

No. 18.

HOW TO BECOME BEAOTIFUL.-One

ot

the brlghtf'at and most valuable little books ever givf'n
FJ,·erybody wishes to lcnow how to become beautiful, both male and female. The secret is
simple and almost costlPss.

to the world.

No. 20.
HOW 1'0 ENTERTAIN AN EVFJNINflPARTY.-A most complete compendium of games, sports

card diversions, comic recitntlonR, etc., suitat,Jp tor pur'.
lor ar drawing-room entertainment. It contains more
for tbe money than auy book published.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.- Th!s little
book gives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky and unlucky days.
No. 24.

HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLE-

No. 25.

HOW TO BECOl\lE A GYIIINAST.-Contaln-

No. 26.

HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.

No. 29.

now

1\IEN.-Contetning full directions for writing to gentlemf'n. on all subjects.
lng full d ,rectlons for all kinds of gymnastic sports and
etblPtic exercises. Embracing thirty-five illustrations.
By Professor W. Mardonald.

-Fullly illustrated. Full Instructions are given in this
llttle book, together with instructions on swimming and
ricl!ng, companion sports to boating.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-lllvery one ls
desirous of knowing what bis futur'e life will bring
forth, whether happiness or misery, wealth or poverty.
You can tell hy a glance at t1:iis little book. Buy one
and be convinced.
TO BECOl\IE AN INVENTOR.-Elvery

boy ahoulil know how Inventions originated. This book
explains them all, giving examples in electricity, hydraulics, magnet!Rm, optics, pneumatics, meclinnks. ,.,,._
No. so. HOW TO OOOK.-One of the most instructive
booka on cooking ever published. It contains recipPs
for cooking meats, fish, game and oysters: also pies,
puddings, cakPs and all kinds of pastry, and a grand
collection of recipes.
No. 83. HOW TO BEHAVE. - Containing the rules
and etiquette ot good society end tbe easiest nnd most
approved methods ot appearing to good 11.dvnntagP at
parties, halls, the theatre, churcch, and in the dra'\\;.;
ing-room.
For sale by all ne,ndeolere or wi.ll be seat to an :,,
addrese on receipt of prtee, 10 centa per c,opy, bl m e aq
or posta.1re ston1ps, by

HARRY E. WOLJi'F, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street'

